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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor

Past, Present, Future
For The Cresset, this fiftieth anniversary offers an occasion both for rejoicing and for taking stock.
We rejoice, first of all, simply because we are still
here. (Since the present Editor of the journal also observes this fall a 50th birthday, that celebration of continued existence takes on particular resonance.) Survival is not the highest of virtues, but it is prerequisite
for all the rest. Given the generally unpromising circumstances of contemporary magazine publishing, it is
no small thing to be able, like Talleyrand after the era
of the French Revolution, to celebrate the sheer having got through trying times. Most journals today keep
afloat only through the generosity of some personal or
institutional "angel." It is appropriate here to acknowledge our seraphic patron: Valparaiso University, more
particularly its President and our Publisher, Robert V.
Schnabel, without whose sustaining subsidy The Cresset
would long since have joined the company of noble
but failed intellectual experiments.
Fifty years of existence provides, at least in the
world of intellectual journalism, a certain aura of venerability. Those who are part of the journal today
carry a strong sense of tradition-as well as of the responsibility that goes with that tradition-and we unashamedly delight in the reflected dignity that is ours
by virtue of association with a publication that has
earned for so long and among so many substantial respect and affection. The walls of the editorial office
bear the photographs of The Cresset's previous Editors:
Otto Darn, 1937-41; Thomas Coates, 1941-47; Jaroslav Pelikan, 1947-48; John Strietelmeier, 1949-69;
Richard Lee, 1969-72 and 1978-81; and Kenneth
Korby, 1972-78. And above all, of course, even though
his picture is absent, there abides the presence of 0.
P. Kretzmann, the journal's founder. (0. P. carried the
title of Editor, but he never had direct day-to-day responsibility for the magazine's fortunes; still, until his
retirement in 1968, The Cresset was in considerable
measure always his publication.) To all those men and
women who have carried us this far, we owe and offer
on this anniversary occasion our abiding gratitude.
But survival by itself is not enough. A journal cannot live forever on the afterglow of its founders' vision; it must continuously reconstitute its reason for
being. If it has no continuing vivifying purpose, it
ought, as quietly as possible, to retire from the scene.
The space it currently occupies on library shelves .and
November, 1987

readers' nightstands would then be freed up for material that reflects something more than the power of inertia.
The men who founded The Cresset-and they were
all males-knew determinedly what they were about.
They were churchmen committed to addressing the
world of "literature, the arts, and public affairs" from
a Christian perspective. They proposed to fill the gap
between Christian faith and cultural analysis, to offer
a more unified conception of the Christian's life in the
world. The unwritten part of their agenda (notable for
that time in that it was unwritten) addressed their message to and from Lutheran Christianity--even, more
particularly, to and from Missouri Synod Lutheran
Christianity. It does not require a deconstructionist
reading of 0. P. Kretzmann's inaugural essay "The
Cresset . . . Its Purpose and Function" (reprinted and
commented on elsewhere in these pages) to perceive it
as a preliminary nudge of the LCMS toward the
mainstream of American life.

Survival by itself is not enough. A
journal cannot live forever on the
afterglow of its founders' vision;
it must continuously reconstitute
its reason for being. If it has no
continuing vivifying purpose, it
ought to retire from the scene.
Over the years, that prompting function has gone by
the boards. The Missouri Synod, whatever its remaining provincialism, no longer requires an Americanizing impetus. Even if it did, The Cresset would not today
be a plausible candidate for serving that role. When
the Synod tore itself apart in the early 1970s, most of
those associated with The Cresset aligned themselves
with what turned out to be the losing side in that
struggle. In the aftermath, the journal found itself isolated from all but the most tenuous association with
the church body within which it had originated. It has
by now been a very long time since The Cresset served
a significant churchly role, at least in any institutional
sense.
We rehearse these points not in order to reopen old
wounds or refight lost battles but in order to specify
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where a reconstruction of The Cresset's purposes must
begin. We are a journal now not of the church but of
the university. The point is not so much institutional
as intellectual. At its best, The Cresset in recent years
has . reflected the vitality, the variety, the healthy
pluralism of the university in which it is located. In
that sense, it has been, and will be in future, more
"secular" than its founders intended. Today's Cresset
associates are less confident than were their predecessors of their mandate to "remove obstacles, direct
thought, and fashion custom and habit" in pursuit of
reconstructing a Christian culture. Our critics within
the church might accuse us of a loss of faith; we are
in any case more modest in our intentions than those
who came before us.
But we represent not just any university, or university intellectual life in general. Valparaiso University
remains a Christian university in the Lutheran tradition, and The Cresset-while not an official voice of the
University-identifies itself wholeheartedly with the institution in which it finds its home. Modernity may
have induced in us a more humble assessment of our
function, but we retain membership in the community
of faith. More than that, we remain persuaded of the
importance of maintaining a distinct Lutheran Christian perspective, not out of an instinct to parochialism,
but out of conviction that we have a particular witness
to offer within the great catholic tradition of which we
are inextricably a part.
All of which suggests, perhaps, that The Cresset's
churchly function has been not so much abandoned as
redefined. In American Lutheranism's current institutional realignment, we are part of a University that retains historic but unofficial ties to the LCMS and that
desires friendly relations with the new Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. Freed of confining institutional definitions, today's Cresset, speaking not for the
University but for itself, can offer its services along
with others so inclined as a kind of Lutheran Third
Force, beholden to none, critical friend to all. There
are worse places to be theologically located, we would
think, than somewhere between the LCMS and the
ELCA. Who knows, that might even be the place
where a reinvigorated Lutheran confessionalism might
find its home.
Not, of course, that The Cresset sees its essential function as one of theological adjudication. Ours is not to
prescribe doctrine, but to relate doctrine to life, to
search out the elusive but vital connections between
Christianity and culture. Which is why this anniversary
issue dedicates itself essentially to that purpose, a purpose that, considerably more problematic than it was
fifty years ago, continues to define our reason for
being.
4

The pluralism of modern intellectual life does not
allow us to speak with the grand epistemological assurance of an 0. P. Kretzmann. We remain people of
faith, but we cannot be nearly as certain as he was of
prescribing cultural norms. We envy him his certainties, but we cannot in honesty claim them as our own.
Yet his urgency speaks to us still. Our characteristic
tone may not be so apocalyptic as his-we know now
that the crisis of modern culture is an enduring one
and we have learned to live with it-but our condition
is no less embattled. (If there is any valid criticism to
be made of the distinguished contributors to our symposium, it is that they do not collectively face as fully
as they might have the problematics of Christian affirmation in contemporary culture.)
But beyond the mockings of modernity, beyond
urgency, beyond any hint of desperation lies that
which sustained 0. P. and sustains still all those who
have followed in his path: the promise of grace. That,
finally, is all we have. It is also, no matter how unpropitious our circumstances, all we need.
Cl

The Waking
The sole of his foot,
As he lies still in the warmth of sleep,
Brushes against me ;
And slowly I know it's morning
With last night's anger ghosting the half-light.
The sound of it is in the wind that hollows
Through the wild grapevines
Claiming the hedge beside the house.
It shapes itself in smoke along the walls,
Browning the green of fresh earth pots,
And lays its dryness on my mouth.
I want to hold it by the scruff,
Sort its guises out like clothes,
His from mine, upon the chairs,
Though even these are folded
Into their half-sweet, private smells.
He moves again,
His breath close enough to warm my skin.
As I start to reach toward him,
He cries out some unfamiliar syllable of sleep.
The sun is cut into an angle of shadow on his face,
And I pull back the darkness of my hand.

lucy Shawgo

The Cresset

John Strietelmeier

REMEMBRANCES OF CRESSETS PAST
Recollections of Twenty Years in the Editorial Chair

One of the curses of old age is that people are
forever nagging you to reminisce about the years
when you were learning wisdom (or at least caution)
at the cost of folly. And the greatest folly of old age
is that one gives in to such nagging, even though he
knows that he will have to make up in invention for
much that has escaped his failing memory. So what
follows is the story of my twenty years in the editorial
chair of this magazine-a true account in all its essentials, although here and there spliced together by
plausible bits of improvisation. And while my assignment did not call for any observations on the fate of
the magazine in the eighteen years since my retirement, I seized the privilege of the elderly to waffle on
a bit beyond my scheduled time to speak a few words
of blessing on my successors: Richard Lee, Ken Korby,
and Jim Nuechterlein.

***
One day in late October or early November of 1948,
sixteen months after my young wife and I had settled
into our two-room, log-cabin home on the edge of Valparaiso, I was summoned into the presence of the
Reverend Dr. 0. P. Kretzmann, then and for twenty
years thereafter President of Valparaiso University and
editor of The Cresset. I was, at the time, instructor in
geography and geology, possessor of a shiny new
Northwestern M.A., father of a 15-month-old son, and
occasional book reviewer for The Cresset.
"John," the President-Editor said, "I want you to
take over the day-to-day running of The Cresset, starting with the January issue. Jary Pelikan has been
doing it, but he wants out. He'll show you what you

John Strietelmeier, Professor Emeritus of Geography and
former Vice President for Academic Affairs at Valparaiso
University, served from 1949-1969 as Editor of The Cresset.
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have to do. And we have the Christmas meeting of the
editorial board coming up at the Palmer House in December. I'll introduce you to the people you will be
working with."
Somewhere in the brief conversation that followed it
came out that, while the enrollment situation did not
allow any reduction in my 15-hour teaching load,
there would be an additional thirty dollars a month
for me, plus my name in large and small capitals on
the masthead, plus a title, Assistant to the Editor, in
italics.
It also came out that the qualifications which had recommended me to Dr. Kretzmann for the job were 1)
my journalistic background as editor of my high
school and college newspapers; 2) the theological background which I had presumably built up from my
avid reading of C. S. Lewis; 3) first-hand knowledge
of the real world acquired in three years of service
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the Southwest Pacific; and 4) whatever degree of sophistication
I might have gained from regular reading of the New
Yorker magazine. I have always suspected that my
being a layman was also perceived as an advantage,
laymen being considerably easier to sack if they don't
work out than colleagues in the clergy.
None of these qualifications were mentioned, however, in his brief introduction of me to the Cresset Associates at their annual dinner meeting in early December, 1948, in a private dining room at the Palmer
House in Chicago. And as far as I was concerned it
was just as well. For I was scared witless of the company into which I was introduced and what I wanted
most of all was to remain as inconspicuous as possible-a fairly easy thing to do in that company, as I
soon discovered.
Imagine, if you can, a group of distinguished,
mostly elderly men-household names in the parsonages of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synodamong whom the great 0. P. himself was merely one
of the boys.
There was that dark, taciturn Machiavellian with the
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hooded eyes, Dr. Theodore Graebner, lately retired as
editor of The Lutheran Witness, which he had made into
an ecclesiastical version of "The Thunderer." He was
still, in retirement, a power in the Church.
There was the legendary Dr. 0. A. Geisemann, pastor (actually presiding bishop) of Grace Lutheran
Church in River Forest and mentor of the Wunderkinder whom the St. Louis seminary was turning out with
almost embarrassing frequency in those days.
There was the Reverend Dr. Adalbert Raphael
Kretzmann, 0. P.'s younger brother, pastor of St.
Luke's in Chicago, expert in liturgics and liturgical art,
and a churchman who, if he had been a Roman Catholic, would almost certainly have been the cardinal
archbishop of Chicago.
There was Professor W. Gustave Polack, Graebner's
successor as editor of the Witness, editor of the thennew The Lutheran Hymnal, himself a hymnist and man
of letters.

I have always felt, although I may be
mistaken, that one could detect in
the early Cressef a mild, non-virulent
anti-Catholic bias in some of its
columns and feature articles.
There was the wise, learned, and gentle Dr. Paul M.
Bretscher of the St. Louis faculty. And Dr. Adolf
Theodore Esaias Haentzschel, Synod's first campus
pastor and later head of the Department of Religion
and Philosophy at Valparaiso University. And Dr.
Theodore Kuehnert, the grand old man of Concordia
Teachers College, River Forest.
Less magisterial, but obviously destined for theological and perhaps also institutional leadership in their
own generation, were four young men: Tommy
Coates, AI Klausler, Jary Pelikan, and 0. H. Theiss.
And sitting usually by himself, his face "majestic in its
sadness at the doubtful doom of lost mankind," was
Professor Walter A. Hansen, a grammarian in an age
of sloppy speech and writing, a schoolteacher in the
years when teaching was just beginning to become a
branch of the entertainment industry, a chain smoker
of cigarettes in a roomful of cigar smokers, music
critic of a Fort Wayne newspaper, and the music critic
of The Cresset.
His wife, the charming Anne Hansen, was The Cresset's movie critic. She was rewarded each year with a
small gift for not finding it convenient to be present
at the meeting.
And there was poor Stan Boie, the business man-
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ager, turning paler by the minute as the evening progressed and the tab grew longer and longer.
There was a kind of gentlemen's agreement that the
Associates were not there to talk business, although
from time to time Dr. Geisemann would propose a
sure-fire way to double the subscription list, then as
now in need of a sizable infusion of new readers. Dr.
Graebner would thereupon comment dourly that it
wouldn't work, and the discussion would turn to other
matters.
These other matters, at least at every one of the
meetings I was privileged to attend, had to do with the
state of the Church, starting with The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod, but ramifying into every
corner of the Una Sancta Ecclesia. There was much
good humor, occasionally even a touch of hilarity. But
even in their most light-hearted moments the Cresset
Associates were a fellowship of churchmen, profoundly aware of their standing before God as pastors,
teachers, and leaders of the Church. They could engage in roundhouse debate among themselves, and
they could be merciless toward those whom they identified, sometimes too readily, as enemies of the Gospel.
But toward this inexperienced and vulnerable young
assistant to the editor they showed nothing but kindness and patience. Ultimately they honored me with
their friendship.
The magazine was in its thirteenth year of publication when I came into its management. It had already
made a modest but honorable reputation for literacy,
for responsible churchmanship, for balance and honesty, and for informed concern about public and international affairs. It had shown considerable courage in
denouncing the Nazi tyranny in Germany, which some
German Lutherans in the United States were inclined
to judge less harshly than it deserved. It had been consistently supportive of efforts to bring the Christian
community together without compromise of confessional integrity. It had displayed a pious kind of
worldliness, rejoicing in the good things of this world
and tut-tutting over its faults. It had encouraged those
within conservative Lutheranism who saw the mission
of the Church primarily as one of "Bringing Christ to
the Nations." And it had a sense of humor, sometimes
a bit heavy-handed but shining like a strobe light in
the dark Teutonic or Scandinavian night of Lutheran
publications.
I have always felt, although I may be mistaken, that
one could detect a mild, non-virulent anti-Catholic bias
in some of the columns and feature articles, although
0. P. himself was often criticized for being "too Catholic." I do not remember even a trace of antiSemitism, but I am sorry to say that The Cresset was
slow to join prophets such as Andrew Schulze and
The Cresset

Clem Sabourin and Walter Heyne in pleading the
cause of Black Americans.
Drs. Graebner and Haentzschel, in a column called
"The Astrolabe," did much, I think, to foster among
Lutherans an attitude of greater respect for the sciences and for secular learning generally, although at
times one sensed that their own respect, especially for
the sciences, was that of a man for his powerful
enemy. This was particularly true in the area of the
biological sciences. And Dr. Kretzmann, in his column,
"The Pilgrim," greatly elevated the level of discourse
in the Church by demonstrating, month after month,
how words can convey the Word winsomely and with
power. His column was, over the years, by all odds the
best-loved, most quoted, and most often plagiarized
feature of the magazine.

0. P. Kretzmann greatly elevated
the level of discourse in the Church
by demonstrating month after month
how words can convey the Word
winsomely and with power.
The Cresset was, in its early days, a remarkably handsome, pocket-size journal of 72 pages, eight of them
special stock for the reproduction of art works selected
and annotated by A. R. Kretzmann. The covers were
of heavier stock and were printed in color. It was a
perfect example of what a magazine could look like if
it had a generous publisher (the Walther League), a
quality-conscious
printer
(Augsburg
Publishing
House), an editor with little understanding of, or interest in, cost accounting (0. P. Kretzmann), and a
managing editor with impeccable tastes in both contents and appearance (0. A. Dorn, later the general
manager of Concordia Publishing House in the years
of its greatest growth and influence).
But the greatest single strength of the magazine
when I joined it in 1949 was its clear understanding
of what it was about. In its very first issue, Dr.
Kretzmann had set down in writing what the magazine
was intended to be and do. His article, "The Cresset
... Its Purpose and Function," has come to be called
The Cresset's charter.
I took over the day-to-day operation of the
magazine with no desire to change either its charter or
its appearance. What greater use could anyone make
of one lifetime than to spend it trying to "remove
obstacles, direct thought, and fashion custom and
habit" for a readership which he considered "adult
and Christian"?
November, 1987

But the appearance of the magazine was at the
mercy of economic factors beyond our control.
Chief among these were the declining fortunes of
the Walther League. World War II and the increasingly rapid assimilation of the young people of the
Missouri Synod into the activities and culture of the
high school brought about a precipitous decline in the
membership of the League, despite the best efforts of
such able leaders as 0. H. Theiss and Elmer Witt. Retrenchment became the unavoidable order of the day,
and The Cresset was one of the activities of the League
which were considered less than essential to its mission. So it was offered to Valparaiso University three
years after I had taken on its management.
The University accepted it, although there was considerable feeling within the faculty that whatever it
might cost to operate a magazine might better be
spent on improving salaries. So it became necessary
not only that costs of production be reduced to the
barest minimum, but that it be apparent that such reductions had been made. We may have overdone it.
The Cresset of the middle Fifties was, as I see it now
in retrospect, a singularly unlovely thing. We had had
to go to a local printer who was just in the process of
setting up his shop, and we had adopted a cover design which left everything to be desired, and our circulation had dropped so alarmingly that it seemed to
have passed the point of no return.
Finally, in 1956, I concluded that it might be best to
give the magazine a painless death. I put together a
set of recommendations, each more outrageously impossible than the other, and sent them to President
Kretzmann, expecting that he would either shut down
the magazine or get himself another-and sane-managing editor. What I got instead was an enthusiastic
note directing me to put them into immediate effect.
The key recommendations were two: I) that we
drop the pocket-size format and go for one that would
make us look more like other serious journals such as
The Christian Century and Commweal; and 2) that we
abandon costly subscription drives that had never
proved successful in the past and instead send The
Cresset with the University's compliments to individuals
and groups with which we wanted to maintain regular
and close contact.
It was the President's approval of this second recommendation which made the whole thing worthwhile, as
far as I was concerned. I could ask our columnists to
stay with us, and I could, with a good conscience, solicit contributions from first-rate writers if I could
promise them a truly select audience-the kind of
people they wanted to address in their writing. So we
put together a list of leading churchmen, university
libraries, Lutheran colleges and universities and
7

seminaries, and individuals whom we knew to be interested in the sort of things we published, and that
became our "subscription list." And they were honest
subscriptions; the University subsidy took the form of
the actual purchase of each of these subscriptions. The
cost was entered on University financial records as a
public relations expense. I shall always maintain that
the University never invested its public relations
money more wisely.
What pleased me most under the new dispensation
was that the loyal band of writers who had gathered
around The Cresset now had an audience worthy of
their talents. First and foremost, of course, there was
President Kretzmann himself and his column, which
appeared regularly on the back page. Then there were
the two regular feature columnists, AI Looman and
Vic Hoffmann, both of whom had developed a following of discriminating fans. And there were the departmental writers: Walter Hansen in music, Anne
Hansen in the movies, Walter Sorell in theater, and
A. R. Kretzmann in the fine arts.
The Cresset of roughly 1956 to 1969 was an attempt
to capture the form, the spirit, and the activity of Valparaiso University on paper. The teaching function
was, of course, pre-eminent. But AI Looman and Vic
Hoffmann, in their columns, also conveyed some of
the air of the Faculty Club with its good-fellowship
and vigorous debate. And the "From the Chapel" page
caught much of the flavor of the daily chapel service.
We thought, in those days, that much of what President Kretzmann and his associates had coveted for
the Church and for the world had been realized, in a
very modest and even ambiguous way, at Valparaiso
University, and that the best we could offer our readers was some involvement in the best that we experienced in our own daily round of work and worship
and play. For most of us, the very best of this had to
do with the university community's daily worship, and
we tied this to The Cresset partly through the creation
of a fund for "Cresset Preachers" who were invited to
preach in the chapel. Their homilies were then published in the magazine. One country preacher who was
invited to serve as a "Cresset Preacher" was so overwhelmed by it all that he was unable to eat lunch
afterwards.
We felt ourselves a part of the movement within
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod to break out of
the secure German Lutheran cocoon to carry the Gospel into a strange and possibly dangerous world where
racial hatred and other forms of social injustice demanded a Christian testimony, even though they lay
within the province of what we had historically considered to be exclusively Caesar's business.
We celebrated and encouraged the work of theolog8

ical scholars who were willing to come to the Scriptures anew, with humility and without preconceptions,
to hear and speak whatever they had to say.
We
were
grateful
for
colleagues
within
Lutheranism-great editors such as Ed Schramm of
the Lutheran Standard, Elson Ruff of The Lutheran, and,
above all, Elmer Kraemer of The Lutheran Laymanwho shared our vision of a Church unafraid to take
the risks inherent in being a light and a yeast in the
world. Elmer and I talked sometimes about merging
our publications to create a Lutheran version of the
Christian Science Monitor. We had no way of knowing
then that God had much more important things for us
to do: the care of wives incapacitated by disabling diseases.
We took great pride in the young writers whom we
had the privilege of publishing before they became
well-known. I remember accepting some poetry by the
editor of the St. Louis Seminary Seminarian, and asking him to tell me his real name, which I could not believe was Marty Marty. And we published some of Bob
Epp's first translations from the Japanese. And we ran
some of the first works of Robley Wilson. Poets, especially, seemed to home in on us-partly, I think, because Della Krentz Bauer, our poetry editor, sent out
the world's kindest rejection slips.
And we received great reinforcement in our efforts
from friends in the Christian community beyond
Lutheranism. I felt particularly close to the editors of
Calvin College's Reformed journal, who frequently got
clobbered by their Calvinist brethren for the same
things that got us in trouble with our Lutheran brethren, e.g., the desirability of establishing diplomatic relations with the Vatican.
And we had a great deal of fun . For a while I wrote
a "Letter from Xanadu, Nebr." which poked what I
hope was gentle fun at the more obvious oddities of
Missouri Lutherans. In those days it was still possible
to do that sort of thing without being taken for a
traitor to the church. On the principle of De mortuis nil
nisi bonum I will not reveal the reason why I found it
prudent to discontinue the letter. But I am sure that
the time has not yet come to resurrect it-or anything
like it.
We were categorized as liberal by brethren who like
to put things into neat categories. But I wrote all but
two of the editorials that appeared during nineteen of
the twenty years of my editorship. (Vic Hoffmann was
acting managing editor in 1965-1966.) And I would
describe myself as a Tory, family-oriented , high
churchman whose thought, if it can be called that,
has been shaped chiefly by the Scriptures, the Book
of Common Prayer, Luther's treatise On the Freedom of
the Christian Man, The Lutheran Hymnal, the ConstituThe Cresset

tion of the United States, and the wntmgs of G. K.
Chesterton and C. S. Lewis. Hardly the stuff of
which liberals, in the usual meaning of the word, are
made.
Unfortunately, the term "liberal" has had a meaning
within the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod which is,
I think, peculiar to that Synod. At a time when, as the
hymn puts it, the Spirit's fission was shaking the
Church of God, those who experienced the shaking as
a great and mighty work of the Creator Spiritus were
called liberals. Those who experienced the shaking as
the wrathful work of an angry God were called conservatives. (This is obviously a partisan view of the
situation. On the principle that ideas are not responsible for those who hold them, I would insist that even
a partisan view may be right.)
It must be said that there were liberals who, when
the Spirit was not shaking the Church, took it upon
themselves to do so. But The Cresset attempted to advocate a liberalism which avoided any more shaking than
the Spirit demanded. Some in the Church who shared
our thinking attempted to escape the liberal label by
calling themselves moderates. But eventually "moderate" came to mean a liberal who didn't have the guts
to admit it. After a while, one can get deathly weary
of that sort of word play. The Cresset, by the late Sixties, was showing more than a few signs of that
weanness.
And the weariness was aggravated by what was
going on, at the same time, in Vietnam.
The men and women who edited and wrote for the
magazine in the Sixties were mostly people who could
remember the isolationism of the Thirties and early
Forties and who had accepted, almost as an article of
faith, the doctrine of collective security which had developed out of the Allied effort during and after
World War II. It was a policy which had worked well
in the years just after that war to stabilize a world still
groggy from the war.
We therefore supported our government's application of that doctrine to the situation in Vietnam,
which, as we saw it, was an attempt on the part of the
Soviet Union, China, and the Communist bloc to destabilize the world situation by moving in on a people
who did not want to be taken over. We had come to
the aid of Germans, Greeks, Koreans, and others
under similar circumstances-not always, admittedly,
with totally successful consequences-and it seemed
appropriate, perhaps even morally necessary, that we
do the same for the threatened people of Vietnam .
There is no need to prolong the story. One by one
the reports leaked out, reports of a crusade gone
wrong and then covered up by our national leaders.
Like many other editors and columnists, I felt that I
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had been betrayed, duped by the very people whom
I had supported in an increasingly unpopular war.
Worse still, I felt that I had been used to betray our
readers. I had, I felt, lost credibility-and with it my
claim on the trust of our readers. And an editor who
has lost credibility has also lost, I thought then and
still think now, the moral right to continue in his
editorship.

The men and women who edited and
wrote for the magazine in the Sixties
were mostly people who could remember
the isolationism of the Thirties and
early Forties and who had accepted
the doctrine of collective security.
It was just at this time, in 1968, that Dr. Kretzmann
chose to retire as President and Editor. His successor,
Dr. A. G. Huegli, was a man whom I greatly admired
and with whom I had worked very congenially on
some writing projects. But the change in the presidency and editorship seemed a good time to give the
magazine a fresh start under management which had
not been involved in either the Synodical brawling or
the Vietnam fiasco . So I resigned the managing editorship, effective at the end of the 1968-1969 publishing
year. Dr. Huegli then assumed the title of publisher
and, to my great joy and satisfaction, appointed
Richard Lee, my editorial alter ego of the previous two
years, editor. Wilbur Hutchins, already a veteran at
the job of business manager, consented to carry on. So
the transition was amicable, smooth, and altogether
unremarkable.
A stranger going through the bound volumes of the
magazine would probably be struck really by only one
thing: how the magazine's appearance had undergone
such a transformation from the respectable dowdiness
of my years to the simple elegance of Dick Lee's. Like
Dorn in the Thirties, Lee had (and has) a sense of fitness, derived in his case from a long-time immersion
in the arts. Over time, his interests in the arts and literature came to influence his choice of contents as my
interest in theology and public affairs had formerly
done.
Which was fortunate for all concerned. For it is
hard to be a churchman without a church, and Lee,
despite professional training in theology and a Doctor
of Ministry degree, did not consider it any part of the
main business of a university to arbitrate denominational squabbles or to use its magazine as its surrogate
in any such endeavor. The Cresset's churchmanship,
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historically, had not been that of the dogmatician, but
that of the ethicist, that of the pastor addressing those
who sought Christian counsel on the business of living
as Christian men and women in the "lay" world. And
when a Church is at its periodic business of investing
all of its time and energies in a knock-down, drag-out
doctrinal struggle, it has no time to listen to churchmen whose calling is to the more practical and mundane aspects of its work.
So Lee, wisely, used The Cresset to provide a form of
"alternative service" to those within Lutheranism who
had no appetite for-and perceived no call totheological warfare. He directed them toward the contemplation of, and involvement in, those things which
are "true, honest, just, pure, lovely, and of good report." And among his younger colleagues on the campus and his wide circle of friends elsewhere he was
able to gather a stable of writers who could think on
these things, and write about them, knowledgeably
and gracefully. His two tours of duty as editor were
among The Cresset's best years, in my judgment.
Sandwiched in between Lee's two tours of duty was
the six-year editorship of Ken Korby. Unfortunately,
during that time I was deeply involved in other matters and I lost touch with the magazine. So I have to
report impressions rather than documentable facts.
I had known Ken for years when he became editor.
And what I knew best about him was that, like our
Lord, he must have received a call to ministry at his
baptism. I doubt that he ever seriously wanted to do
anything that did not chiefly involve the care of souls.
In another time, when the Church's attention was
focused primarily on the feeding of its sheep, Ken
might have found The Cresset a useful instrument of a
genuine pastoral ministry. He tried, despite complaints
that he was turning the magazine into a theological
journal. But it was the wrong time, and he was in the
wrong place, to match the contribution journalistically
which he had made in such large measure as a parish
pastor and professor of theology. They say that sometimes, late at night, one can hear in the Cresset office
Ken's sigh of relief as he laid down the editor's blue
pencil and reached for his cassock.
And now we have Jim Nuechterlein-political
philosopher, nationally-recognized writer for respectable conservative publications, wine connoisseur, husband of Dot, father of three, sometime member of the
faculty of Canada's prestigious Queen's University,
thoughtful lay theologian. In the jargon of our day he
is, I understand, a neo-conservative. Whatever he is,
he writes with uncommon good sense about those issues which engaged my editorial attention years ago.
He and I have sometimes differed on his editorial
stands, but I have always respected the thoughtfulness
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and the integrity which they reflect. And I am particularly pleased to see them presented again "In Luce
Tua." (Lee, who is an award-winning writer, wouldn't
do editorials because he thought they had to be written in blood fresh out of the editor's veins, and he was
afraid that he didn't have that much blood.) To write
"In Luce Tua" is not, as Jim well knows, to claim any
kind of intellectual inerrancy, but to offer to the
reader ideas and conclusions which were first offered
up to God, Who will forgive us any mistake except
that of not caring about those whom it is our duty and
our privilege to serve.

When a Church is at its periodic
business of investing all its time
and energies in a knock-down, drag-out
doctrinal struggle, it has no time
to listen to churchmen whose calling
is to the more practical and
mundane aspects of its work.
Twenty years is a large part of a lifetime to devote
to any enterprise. As a Christian, looking back on the
twenty years of my editorship, I am comforted by the
assurance that my labor was not in vain in the Lord.
But on the purely human level, I have often found in
the eighteen years since I left office a very gratifying
validation of the time I spent in office. The Cresset in
recent years is, in so many ways, the fulfillment of the
hopes that encouraged us to keep at it in earlier years.
It has not yet been as widely recognized as it deserves
to be, but that is coming. The young writers and columnists will create their own audience.
One final word. Since 1950, when The Cresset became the property of Valparaiso University, its Chief
Executive Officer has been the President of the University, whether bearing the title of Editor as Dr.
Kretzmann did or Publisher as Dr. Huegli and Dr.
Schnabel have done. He has been the final authority
to determine its policies and its contents. Neither Dr.
Kretzmann nor Dr. Huegli ever exercised any form of
censorship over me, and both Dick and Jim testify to
the fact that Dr. Schnabel has been equally trusting of
them.
When it is borne in mind that the buck stops at the
President's desk, it should be obvious that Presidents
Kretzmann, Huegli, and Schnabel deserve as much of
the credit for bringing The Cresset to this Golden
Anniversary as any of us who have served as Chief
Operating Officer. They just did their thing more
quietly than we did ours.
Cl
The Cresset

0. P. Kretzmann

THE CRESSET

• • •

Its Purpose and Function

(Editor's Note: The following essay first appeared m the
inaugural issue of The Cresset, November, 1937.)

One of the major tragedies of the Church during
the first third of the twentieth century has been the insidious departmentalizing of the individual Christian
life and personality. In our necessary concern over
translating the divine standard "not of the world" into
life and living we have too often forgotten the inevitable prelude "in the world." Artificial and unreal distinctions were made between the Christian as a
member of the blessed communion of saints and the
Christian as a citizen, as a student, or as an individual
for whom the possession of the wisdom of heaven
transforms and translates the wisdom of earth into
something uniquely useful and important. The result
has been that many Christians who by reason of predilection or vocation have become deeply interested in
the ebb and flow of human thought and the troubled
tides of human destiny have been compelled by these
distinctions to seek guiding lights and signposts
beyond the walls of the Church. It is not unusual for
a Christian today to arrange his views in all fields of
human endeavor according to a pattern which is
woven by every hand but the hand of the Eternal. His
economic views come from the newspaper. His social
attitudes are determined by his immediate, often narrow, environment. His literary and artistic tastes are
formed by voices from the streets of New York and
the boulevards of Hollywood.
Our fundamental need, therefore, is a returning
consciousness of the total presence of the Christian in
the Kingdom of God and in the world. No part of life
can be shut away from God. The departmentalizing of
life has too long left the world and the Christian mind
at the mercy of the worst forces of death and disorder.

0 . P. Kretzmann, founder of The Cresset, served as
President of Valparaiso University from 1940 to 1968.
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Only the presence of the total Christian, opposing the
dark forces of evil with the highest affirmations and
negations of a Christian philosophy of the whole of
life, can hope to stop the world from falling into the
abyss by which it is so fascinated. For a Christian, his
presence in the world does not imply the division of
life into compartments, some of which belong to time
and others to eternity. The totality of life is God's.
The last and highest freedom of the human soul is the
surrender of all areas of life to the will of the Eternal.

Only the presence of the total
Christian, opposing the dark forces of
evil with the highest affirmations and
negations of a Christian philosophy
of the whole of life, can hope to
stop the world from falling into the
abyss by which it is so fascinated.
To this end The Cresset plans to make a humble contribution. It hopes to be a small lamp set on the walls
of the Church to find things of value in the surrounding darkness, to throw light upon hidden dangers, and
to put into constant and immediate use the words of
the royal Apostle: "Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just,
whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there
be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on
these things." This is our charter. In all matters of
faith and doctrine-truth, not as men see it, but as
God has revealed it-the editors assume joint and full
responsibility. In matters in which truth is relative and
fragmentary the editors will grant each other and all
contributors the widest freedom of thought and expression. Since they represent no individual school of
literary or economic thought, this latitude of opinion
will be jealously guarded.
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II

Divine truth is truth in itself. It is independent of
the men who serve it. It cannot be permanently
twisted by them for it is their judge. With this principle in mind The Cresset hopes to point the way toward
a new fusion of the intellectul and spiritual life, the
unity of which is predicated on the absoluteness of
spiritual truth and the relativity of intellectual activity.
Truth in every field of human endeavor must constantly be referred to the divine Word. Human nature
cannot realize it completely. To subordinate relative
truth to the absolute and to examine it in the light of
the spiritual realm is a necessary undertaking in the
modern world. Particularly the rising generation is in
need of a living demonstration that a childlike surrender to spiritual truth does not imply a childish intellectual life. A fusion of the two is not only possible but is
demanded by the pain and terror of our dying civilization. The general weakening of our moral principles,
the conflict of opinions, the decay of spiritual life, the
immensity of human needs and the helplessness of
human means, point to the immediate need that
spiritual truth recover its dominant place in the intellectual and social life.

The approach of the editors to the
life and art of the twentieth century
will be, when moral questions are
involved, frankly authoritarian.
This attempt to fuse the intellectual and spiritual life
of the individual into a surrendered unity will obviously determine the canons of criticism which will be
applied to works of art. The modern view that there
is no relation between Truth and Beauty is not only
pernicious nonsense but also very dubious esthetics.
To say that a work of art, in whatever field it may appear, is to be measured only by its nearness to arbitrary standards of beauty and not by its truth or probable effect is to separate it entirely from life. Art does
not exist in a vacuum. Only as it affects the life of men
and women does it assume permanent significance.
Censoriousness is not in the Christian tradition, but
license is even less so. There are certain esthetic principles, directly or indirectly deducible from moral
truths, which have absolute validity. The approach of
the editors to the life and art of the twentieth century
will be, when moral or religious questions are involved , frankly authoritarian. There are higher laws,
immediately evident to the Christian mind, than the
laws of esthetics applied in a vacuum. These higher
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laws alone give final meaning to the principles of literary or economic criticism. The true and the false, the
important and the trivial, must be judged by a light
which streams from eternal places. In the last analysis
a work of art which is ethically bad can be considered
esthetically good only by the application of a few arbitrary standards and an ignoring of vast areas of
human experience and divine revelation. The gateway
to Hell may be beautiful, but it must be viewed in its
total setting.
III

There is, however, another phase of the question.
Side by side with our concern over the moral and ethical standards to be applied to art there must be no lessening of emphasis on the requirements of sane esthetics. Within the walls of the Church that has happened
all too frequently. If a given product of the mind and
imagination was ethically good, we permitted it to be
almost incredibly bad by all other canons of criticism.
The Sunday School stories of childhood and youth,
the moralizing essays which sugarcoated a lesson in
goodness, and much of the religious poetry appearing
in church journals, are examples in point. In the joy

THECRESSET
The Question
Of the Ordination
Of Women
The Cresset was pleased to publish the position
papers of Theodore Jungkuntz and Walter E.
Keller on "The Question of the Ordination of
Women" in its regular pages.
In response to reader interest, the Cresset is
further pleased to announce that reprints of both
position papers in one eight-page folio are now
available for congregational and pastoral conference study.
Please accompany reprint orders with a check
payable to the Cresset and mail to :

The Cresset
Vlllpsrsiso University
Vlllpsrsiso, Indians 46383
Single Copy, 25(;
10 Copie8 for 2(}(; E•ch
100 Copie• for 15(; E•ch

The Cresset

over their moral clearness their esthetic muddiness was
eagerly ignored. That will not do. The highest moral
precepts can be conveyed only by works of art which
may be measured by a fusion of moral and esthetic
standards. The Sermon on the Mount is majestic literature and noble ethics. Acceptable products of the
human mind, illumined by religious thought and emotion, will differ in degree but not in kind. The editors
will therefore apply to religious literature all the
rigorous esthetic criteria of which they have knowledge. The gateway to Heaven is both beautiful and
good.
Under the long view of Western civilization the
terms "Christianity" and "culture" are inseparable. For
a thousand years the highest cultural achievements of
the Occident have been informed and illuminated by
the Christian view of life. Although there have been
momentary and individual deviations from this general truth in previous centuries, there has been no
general denial of its validity until the dawn of the
twentieth century. It has remained for the past four
decades to witness the veering away of literature and
art from the moorings of a supernatural ethics. The
rise of the new psychology which makes man an animal essentially, the evolutionistic bias of our educational system which makes man an animal genetically,
and the hasty translation of half-absorbed scientific advances into art have ended in a situation in which
much of modern literature and art moves from darkness to darkness and exerts a relentless downward pull
on the human mind and heart. The editors are sharply aware of this tragedy. They are also conscious of the
fact that the fourth decade of the twentieth century
marks the last desperate stand in our generation of
this barbarism and cultural anarchy whose doom is already sealed. They will aid in the battle against the
dying cults of the gutter and the sewer, the worship
of the meaningless and the idols of the marketplace.
IV

The function and purpose of The Cresset are so distinct that it will not trespass on the field of any other
journals published within the Church. Its task is definitely humble. Granted that the primary function of
the Church is to bring human souls into the shadow
of the Cross and keep them there, the place and work
of The Cresset lies among the secondary functions of
the Kingdom. The Church has every right to be the
critic of the world. She has a deep interest in the cultural and social life of her people. Wherever and
whenever opportunity offers, the Church should remove obstacles, direct thought, and fashion custom
and habit. No corner of life is closed to her. Most
November, 1987

journals published within the Church have as their
primary obj ective the orientation of the Christian in
relation to his God and his Church. T he Cresset will
devote itself to the orientation of the Christian life in
relation to the world of human thought and aspiration. It will endeavor to become a place of perspective
and coordination where the dim confusion of j ostling
crowds and bewildering roads take shape and .form
and reason. It will attempt to reach especially those
who have become conscious of the deep pulsations
that throb through our time and are disturbed over
the relation of the Christian life to the cataclysmic
changes of the world. It is natural, of course, that
through the hands and voices of its readers The Cresset
hopes to reach out also to those who have come to the
conclusion that Christianity no longer has a clearsounding tru mpet. The editors will be conscious of
only two general qualities in their aud ience: It is adult
and it is Christian. At times it will become necessary
to call attention to a dangerous book or a pernicious
tendency so that our readers may consider it for themselves- a patently impossible and useless task in a journal intended for mass distribution. At other times a
book may be reviewed favorably for the clarity with
which it presents a facet of the world's mad glare,
even though its general tone and trend may be definitely anti-Christian or unmoral. T he editors beg the
indulgence of their readers in these matters in which
their judgment must necessarily be experimental and
tentative.

Granted that the primary function of
the Church is to bring human souls
into the shadow of the Cross and
keep them there, the place and work
of The Cresset lies among the
secondary functions of the Kingdom.
The response of the Church to the first announcement of The Cresset has been most generous. T hrough
the inevitable period of trial and error our readers can
be of d irect service to the project by registering their
opinions and comments with the editorial office. Contributions which meet the standards of the publication-from whatever source they may come-will be
welcomed. Under the mercy of God also The Cresset
will help to bring the old yet ever new unity into life
which alone can move every moment of our brief interlude between the shadow of the forgotten and the
shadow of the unknown into the brightness of Eternal
Cl
Light.
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CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE
A Symposium on the Christian Faith and Modern Life

(Editor's Note: Several months ago, The Cresset invited a
number of distinguished observers to help mark the journal's
fiftieth anniversary by addressing themselves to the general
topic of Christianity and Culture. We gave our contributors
a very broad mandate: the only requirement imposed on them
was that they consider in some manner the relationship between Christian faith and contemporary life. To spur their
thinking, we provided copies of 0. P. Kretzmann's inaugural
essay, "The Cresset .. . Its Purpose and Function." Their
varied responses follow . We hope our readers will find them
as stimulating as we do.)

From Confidence to Uncertainty
Robert Benne
Robert Benne is the jordan-Trexler Professor of Religion
and Director of the Center for Church and Society at
Roanoke College. He is the author of The Ethic of Democratic Capitalism : A Moral Reassessment (1981) . His
new book, Ordinary Saints: An Introduction to the
Christian Life, is scheduled for publication next year.
When invited by the editor to participate in this
symposium, I first intended to elaborate my own freestanding reflections on Christianity and contemporary
culture. But upon reading 0. P. Kretzmann's 1937
essay, which provided the original rationale for The
Cresset, I was so intrigued by its outlook that I decided
to offer my reflections in relation to that essay. This
is one way of paying tribute to a man, a journal, and
a university that I have always admired, though from
some distance.
0. P., The Cresset, and Valparaiso have represented to
me, coming from a very different Lutheran tradition,
the impressive flowering of the best of Missouri Synod
tradition. Rooted in rich, firm-dare I say rigid-and
parochial religious soil, these three gifts to our world
have blossomed creatively in a fashion that is Christian, cosmopolitan, and free. (Perhaps I can say that
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only from a distance!)
What impressed me about 0 . P. Kretzmann's essay
was its confidence. The author was confident and clear
about four things. He was supremely certain that the
church knew what Christian Truth was and is. In matters of "faith and doctrine" we know that Truth "not
as men see it, but as God has revealed it." Second, he
was confident that we could clearly distinguish . that
Truth from worldly truths. While we don't argue
about the Truth, we are given permission, indeed, we
are encouraged, to argue about worldly truths of politics, economics, and art because they, and our perspective on them, are "relative and fragmentary ." We must
keep in mind the clear distinction between the two or
we will relativize Truth or absolutize truth.
Third, Kretzmann was confident that the connection
of Truth with truth could be made with clarity and
conviction. Christians, armed with the Truth, could
order and shape worldly truths so that Christian existence was whole. True enough, we have "departmentalized" our lives and have not allowed the light to illuminate and form their totality. But Christian Truth
can bring about a new synthesis of culture to both our
personal and social lives. The author could hope that
spiritual Truth would "recover its dominant place in
the intellectual and social life."
Fourth, the essay exhibits the author's clear judgment that the world needs Christian tutelage. The
Church must set a lamp on its wall to help the world
in its darkness discern what is really good, true, and
beautiful. Without the pedagogy that only the Church
can offer, "the relentless downward pull on the human
mind and heart" will continue unabated. We will move
"from darkness to darkness." Thus, the worldly kingdom is not autonomous; left to itself it will degenerate
into barbarism. Yet the world is God's. It must be
cared for by an authentically catholic church .
Fifty years have passed since that fascinating essay
was written. We inhabit a different church and world.
But how are they different? Let us dire!:t our reflections at the various items of confidence that we found
The Cresset

in that essay.
It seems safe to say that churchly confidence and
clarity in revealed Truth in faith and doctrine has
turned to churchly uncertainty and confusion. Even
Kretzmann's beloved Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod has broken apart over fundamental interpretation of the Gospel. Is assent to biblical literalism a constitutive part of the proclamation and reception of the
Gospel? In the larger Lutheran world, the Lutheran
World Federation in its 1968 Uppsala meeting
could not agree on the essence of the Christian
message.

It seems safe to say that churchly
confidence and clarity in revealed
Truth in faith and doctrine has turned
to churchly uncertainty and confusion.
Even Kretzmann's beloved Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod has broken
apart over interpretation of Scripture.
The church's confidence in revealed Truth has been
shaken badly by the challenges of modernity-the
"triumph" of scientific and historical reason, the spirit
of liberation and secularization. Churchly claims to
Truth have been relegated to private and unobtrusive
places in modern life. This process was well on its way
when Kretzmann wrote his essay, but its Impact had
not reached as deeply and widely as it has today. The
mainstream churches have lost a good deal of confidence in and zeal for their central religious convictions. Far fewer missionaries are sent out, and those
that are are increasingly involved in broadly
"humanitarian" projects.
Those same churches have increasingly failed to
hold their young. Evangelism on the home front has
flagged. Compounding this uncertainty about the
churches' fundamental reason-for-being are the
critiques of feminist and liberation theologies, which
apply the hermeneutic of suspicion to whatever inherited tradition is left.
Uncertainty about the essence of Christian Truth
tends to reduce Christian claims to the same level as
worldly claims. All are relative and fragmentary . Instead of the confident distinction between the two
levels made by Kretzmann, the hierarchy of truth is
levelled. In such a situation, it is altogether likely that
worldly claims to truth and salvation through politics
and psychology will be proposed as substitutes to replace the dethroned claims for Revealed Truth.
All too frequently ethical-particularly social ethiNovember, 1987

cal--demands are subtly commended as the message
of the Gospel. Instead of response to the Good News,
they become substitutes for it. Inclusiveness, nonhierarchical empowerment, peace-making, and struggles against sexism, classism, racism, and imperialism
all constitute current competitors to replace older formulations of the church's message. In many church
circles it is far more serious to dissent from these sacred social-ethical directives-and the ideological content they carry-than to deny orthodox theological
formulations.
Political substitutions, however, are fairly minor
compared to those that offer peace of mind, selfesteem, wellness, ecstatic experience, emotional comfort, or various schemes of self-realization and success.
Indeed, we in the church have come to relativize the
absolute and to absolutize the relative in these more
uncertain days. Curiously enough, however, the
"world" is, I believe, becoming more aware of the
need for more spiritual and moral direction. It may
not articulate this as a need to be "tutored" by the
church, but it may be more open now than in recent
decades to religious and moral training.
How so? If Kretzmann feared a "downward pull on
the human mind and heart" by the American culture
of the late Thirties, what would he detect now? Widespread moral and intelleclual relativism, disintegration
of families, teen cultures permeated by drugs, rock
music, and sex, exploitation films and books, mindless
but omnipresent television offerings, art and literature
that primarily reflect chaos and degradation-all
characterize a culture that is far more decadent than
that of the 1930s. We pour out poison and are surprised when people get sick.
There seem to be signs that the general society is beginning to resist further movement toward the abyss
of moral chaos and confusion. Academicians call for a
return to a common core of intellectual and moral
meanings. Religious groups protest the nakedness of
the public square. The secular press pays more attention to serious religion . Philosophers call for a return
to the classic questions of meaning and morality.
Numerous groups demand reform in the way that
public education has dealt with religion and morality.
Several key sociologists suggest that living religious traditions are the most likely source of the moral vitality
we so badly need.
Which religious groups can supply what the world
needs? Which ones can draw the connections between
Truth and truth with the kind of clarity and confidence that will enable a new synthesis of culture in
both our personal and social lives? We have some
hopeful signs in this regard. Recent neo-sectarian impulses in theology and ethics are retrieving some of
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the confidence, integrity, and courage that call all
Christians to a more disciplined Christian life. Even
more hopefully, evangelical churches are taking their
culture-forming tasks more seriously. The Roman
Catholic Church has become the "public church" that
the Protestant mainline once was. Even the Protestant
mainline is beginning to see the urgency for renewal
based on its central religious convictions.
T he new Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
stands poised at a new beginning. It has the latent
capacities to make the connections between the Truth
of God and the many truths of this world that
Kretzmann hoped for. It remains to be seen whether
it will live up to its promise in that regard. Would that
a good dose of 0. P.'s confidence and wisdom be inCl
fused in that new body.

later, become almost commonplace even among Christians who are not knowingly Pauline. In view of how
taken for granted the "correlation of revelation" has
since become, and in the process how reactionary and
rancid, the whole idea could use some refreshing from
the original Paul.

But God, whether as gracious or as
wrathful, is not the only one being
revealed. So are we, and all as part
of those same two revelations of God.
For Paul, there simply is no
revelation of God without a
corresponding, reflex revelation of us.

Correlations and Crossings
Robert W. Bertram
Robert W. Bertram is Seminex Professor of Historical and
Systematic Theology at the Lutheran School of Theology at
Chicago. He is a member of the Commission on Faith and
Order of the World Council of Churches and of the Lutheran-R oman Catholic Consultation, USA. He is also ViceDirector of the Institute for Theological Encounter with Science and Technology and founder and President of Crossings.
During the "fourth decade of the twentieth century"
Otto Paul Kretzmann first went public with his little
Cresset "toward a new fusion of the intellectual and
spiritual life," of "culture and Christianity," "a surrendered unity" between "truth [as] relative and fragmentary" and "truth ... as God has revealed it."
It was a sign of the times. That was the same decade
another great teacher of ours, another Paul, was also
going public with a similar "correlation.'' Paul Tillich
had j u st emigrated from Nazi Germany and was beginning to awaken Americans to his correlation of
"reason and revelation."
For both Pauls the discovery in Christ was so different, so publicly different from all other discoveries,
that it required some such distinction as "revelation,"
but only in order that both kinds of discoveries, new
and old, might be newly recombined-in a recombinant intellect, yes, but really in a whole recombinant
public "life.'' This public recombination of "reason and
revelation" is what some of us Cresseteers later came
to call "Crossings."
T hat correlationist "charter" from the two Pauls, not
to mention their patron saint, has by now, five decades
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First, recall: the discovery of God in Christ was for
Paul the apostle so new and fresh that even the term
"revelation" was not distinctive enough to contrast it
with its old opposition, the Law. For the Law, too, the
divine "wrath," qualifies as revelation-literally, unveiling, un-covering, dis-covery. If it is in "the good
news of Christ" that "the righteousness of God is revealed" graciously, what is just as "revealed" ("against
all human unrighteousness") is "the wrath of God."
(Rom. 1:17, 18)
The glaring antithesis, and so the needed public correlation, is not between divine revelation and something less than that, like "reason." It is between two
contrary revelations or dis-coveries of the same God,
both of them true and righteous and therefore contradictory.
But God, whether as gracious or as wrathful, is not
the only one being revealed. So are we, and all as part
of those same two revelations of God. For Paul, there
simply is no revelation of God without a corresponding, reflex revelation of us. Indeed, that is exactly how
God's wrath shows, by showing up our sin, the one
thing we are most bent upon hiding even from ourselves.
The mere mention of a God who is determined to
prove us wrong, to incriminate us, we find not only
hard to believe but offensive. Yet by that very resentment of ours we unwittingly prove the Critic right.
See, we are indeed resenting God, even clinically. God
is so vexed with us as to vex us into open enmity. We
and God are both dis-covered in the same transaction.
For instance, when I hear a feminist pastor preach
divine indignation (which she admits she relearned
from Scripture as one of God's womanly traits) I am
already glimpsing the divine wrath "revealed," I supThe Cresset

pose, just in her preaching it, but nowhere nearly so
experientially as m my own petty resistance to her
preaching.
"The Law," Paul said, "increases trespass" (Rom.
5:20), not faith . What sort of God, we protest incredulously, would want to do that? What a revealing
response, revealing both ourselves and God. "The
Law," Paul said, "angers" (Rom. 4:15), and in doing it
adduces the incriminating evidence to vindicate the
anger of God.
Theologians have sometimes pitted "revelation"
against "reason" as if the latter proceeded only by
proof and the former only by faith. Not so, at least
when what is being revealed is divine wrath and
human sin. This revelation, like much of reason,
threatens faith and may even subvert it. This revelation, like sound reason, does marshal proof, quite empirical proof.
No doubt the law's dis-covery of human sin and divine wrath is more than conventional reason can
grasp, especially in our culture, and may well need
something more drastic like a "revelation" to coax
reason to its logical conclusion.
Still, this revelation of the Law functions, maybe just
more unsparingly, on much the same wave-length as
reason does, especially critical reason. The Cresset,
thanks largely to the Christian genius of John Strietelmeier, has a tradition of articulating the Law's revelation with exquisite-and best of all, humorousreasonableness.
What could possibly be humorous about humans so
fallen as to provoke their Creator to expose them
against their will, often fatally? The humor, certainly
for Paul, never meant trivializing the damning candor
of the Law. Yet exactly because the Law is always so
devastatingly right about us, how all the more humorous it looks when for once it accuses one of us
wrongly, namely Jesus, and so has to eat crow.
Christ, says Paul with obvious amusement, took "the
handwriting of the ordinances against us, . . . nailing
it to the cross, and ... made a show of [it] openly."
(Col. 2:14-15)
Which of us browbeaten culprits can refrain from
snickering at this impudent spectacle? Pity those who
operate with meager Law, and hence with meager
laugh. For here in this one hilarious Crossing is a
diametrically opposite revelation. Here the very Law
of God is not only doing the exposing but is itself
being exposed.
To be sure, our laughter is not without some nervousness-"fear and trembling," to be exact-for in our
irreverence we could well seem to be crossing God.
Such a conclusion would be reasonable, lawful.
One tempting way to relieve the nervous contradicNovember, 1987

tion, and so not to "correlate" it at all, is to pretend
that the condemnatory Law never is all that real, only
apparent, or at least is never final. Exploiting the biblical analogy of a cover (as in "dis-cover") or a veil (as
in "re-veal"), the divine wrath is then reconstructed as
merely a temporary veiling of God's true identity,
which can only finally be love.
The assumption is that we need but trust that behind the mask of wrath is the hidden face of love.
Faith, then, would in effect be a removing of the veil,
or peering through it, to get at the One who has been
watching us from beyond, presumably all smiles.

Theologians have sometimes pitted
"revelation" against "reason" as if
the latter proceeded only by proof
and the former only by faith. But
that is not necessarily the case.
Paul has no such illusions. True, he knows from experience (who doesn't?) how the Law can in fact
eclipse divine mercy repeatedly and perhaps terminally. But the alternative is decidedly not "removing
the veil," except on pain of death, not even God's removing the veil, for the divine glow, the glower, the
"glory" which lurks behind that Law is even more unpromising, a sure dead end. (2 Cor. 3:6-13)
The fatal illusion here is in seeking God beyond the
Law, or above it, rather than on this side of it or, as
Paul says, "under the Law." (Gal. 4:4) For the veil of
the Law dare be removed only when one of our own,
that One who alone can take its heat, so dissipates the
Law's critique and outshines it as to reduce its glare to
comparative "darkness." Christ keeps the "hidden
God" hidden by interposing himself, but in so doing
he transforms the divine glow-ry into a revelation we
can live with-"in the face of Christ." (2 Cor. 4:6)
Notice, the humor only gets wilder. But doesn't the
gospel's sheer incongruousness, almost playfulness,
make a mockery of its correlate, "reason," which if it
is anything is serious business? Still, humor and play
need not exclude seriousness and indeed may include
a most rigorous rationality.
Case in point: playing bridge. It was from those
bridge-playing Cresset folks, the Koenigs and the Kruegers and the Loomans, that this unteachable neighbor
of theirs learned at least about trumping, the sheer delicious logic of it. An ace of spades, even if it is not
trump, may still count mightily and in fact might take
the whole hand. But though it retains its awesome
value, it does not have the last word, even in face of
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a lowly two of hearts, should hearts be trump.
Analogously Christ does not eliminate the Law (yet),
but trump it he does and therein lies the "bridge," the
crossing. Reason, too, like the Law, is trumped by the
Cross, superseded by events which defy conventional
rationality. Yet since even this happens for good
reason, there is now an alternative promising rationale
for making sense of the world and eventually replacing it, including the world's divine Law.

We believe it is God who in Christ
hides the destructive divine anger
and who in Christ prefers instead to
be discovered as the triune lover in
person. Neither the hiding nor the
discovery is originally our doing.
I recall what Walt Reiner, another Cresset type, once
wrote about The City, for which over twenty years as
an urban activist he has yearned and bled: "We are
called to make this city more livable, yet without putting our heart into it-namely, with a sense of
humor." Experienced believers find that not only credible but transcendingly reasonable.
Only believers? There's the rub. For Paul, as for the
Christ he followed, everything depends on faith-in
this Christ. Trump is good news for those who hold
it, not for those who don't. If there is no revelation of
God, also not of God's grace, without a corresponding
revelation of its human respondent, then faith is that
human response by which those people are revealed
who are graced-'justified," "saved," "great." Otherwise not.
But then how public, really-how universal, in that
sense how rational-is the God who only in Christ is
outlastingly merciful, if that public alone which believes that can corroborate it? And if it is true only of
those who corroborate it, that is, by their faith, is it
true even of them?
There is no denying this naggingly exclusivist scandal. But neither should the scandal be unduly publicized, which is the temptation of legalism. The one
best remedy, according to the Pauline precedent, is to
keep the scandal hidden-really to keep its scandalous
God hidden-not because it is untrue but because its
truth is destructive of people and antithetical to the
same God's mercy which pursues them in Christ.
We believe it is God, finally-not we-who in Christ
hides the destructive divine anger and who in Christ
prefers instead to be dis-covered to us as the triune
lover in person. Neither the hiding nor the dis-covery
18

is in the first instance our doing.
Yet we do cooperate. Strenuously we share in this
revealing-by-hiding. We cooperate initially by preaching it. The Cresset has always taken special note of such
preaching, though not on its front pages. Rightly so.
For preaching, where the crossing-by-trumping is only
announced, is not yet the whole crossing, not even
when preaching dis-covers faith.
The consummate crossing, the decisive "correlation"
(Tillich) through "a surrendered unity" (Kretzmann),
happens only in lives, in faithed lives, "in literature,
the arts, and public affairs." For there the crossing reenters the most public sector, the Law, and becomes
most inclusive and universal and rational.
How truly faithed these lives have been will eventually be dis-covered, only too soon. But now already,
even before The Last Analysis, there are telling clues.
As my favorite Cresset poet sees, thanks to "The Different Drummer," "when everyone else is still as a dime
. . ., [we're] bound to walk funny ."
Cl

lnterruptor and Midwife
Karen Bloomquist
Karen Bloomquist is Assistant Professor of Church and Society at the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago. She
earned her B .A., M .Div., and Ph.D. degrees successively
from St. Olafs, Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary, and
Union Theological Seminary. She was ordained in the American Lutheran Church in 1974 and has served pastorates in
California and N ew York.
During the past fifty years, the frameworks and
worldviews by which we Americans have defined ourselves, ordered our lives, and which have shaped our
perspectives on the world have to a large degree
shifted if not crumbled.
Gone are the days (if they ever existed) when we
could assume that most people lived in a family of a
breadwinner husband, a homemaker wife, and two or
so happy kids. With an increasing exposure of the prevalence of sexual violence in the family, gone are the
days when the family could be glibly hallowed as a
"haven in a heartless world." With new technologies
for beginning and ending life, gone are the days when
people's ethical dilemmas could be satisfied with the
simple assurance that life and death are wholly in
God's hands. With strong women being battered,
hard-working folks losing their jobs, and faithful farmers losing their farms , to repeat the platitude, "it must
be their fault," becomes cruel. The slick phrases "it
must be God's will" or "what's good for business is
The Cresset

good for America" become increasingly incredible. To
see every dispute in the world as fundamentally an
East-West dispute between the U.S. and U.S.S.R., in
which God's chosen are pitted against the Devil, is to
ignore the particularities of people's identities and allegiances which cannot be confined to either an EastWest or a North-South polarity.

What we find in the New Testament
is account after account of Jesus
confronting the old order, refusing
to recognize it as absolute, but
proclaiming instead the Kingdom of
God as the transforming horizon
of human existence.

As the presuppositions which have given us a sense
of stability and security in the past are challenged, the
temptation is to use Christianity or Jesus to redress the
situation. "Jesus" typically is used--or misused-as an
anchor, as an escape hatch, as a periscope, or as a
multi-purpose plug in the gaping holes.
(1) Jesus becomes an anchor for those who are
aware at some level of the changes that are raging,
who want to stop the ship's new course and get back
to the good old days. If Jesus is our constant, who
holds steadfast, so he has secured a given order as his
will, an order in which the two sexes strictly complement one another, in which free enterprise is Godordained, and in which the U.S. sees itself as God's
chosen people. To suggest that these may be ideological uses of Jesus/God-talk, is to be declared a traitor
or heretic of the basic faith system of American society. God ordains the patriarchal family and heterosexual structure of the universe, capitalism is the only
Christian economic system, and the U.S. is God's appointed guardian of the world. "Jesus" serves as the
anchor or legitimator to keep that framework secure.
(2) Jesus becomes an escape hatch for those who are
so overwhelmed by the cultural changes in society that
a spiritualized opting out of the world-getting off the
ship-becomes the only inviting prospect. This is the
pie-in-the-sky-by-and-by religiosity that refuses to see
the faith having any real connection with present historical realities. The world is filled with sin and the
only hope is to be lifted out of it, preferably through
a dramatic apocalyptic occurrence. Meanwhile, grin
and bear the agony, getting by each day with Jesus'
help.
(3) Jesus has become a periscope for those who have
November, 1987

retreated into the privatized capsules of self-fulfillment
and "having it all," living somehow untouched by the
waves churning the sea. They put up their periscope
to peer out and be reminded from a safe distance of
the poor and the suffering, occasionally send a few
dollars of charity to absolve some of the guilt of their
self-indulgent lifestyle, and pray that Jesus will take
care of those treated unjustly, so that they themselves
will not have to get involved. They hire professionals
to keep the suffering at a comfortable distance.
(4) Jesus serves as a plug in the gaping hole for
those who are moved to do something about the problems of the world. This is characteristic of the much
maligned liberal "do-gooders," who during the reign
of Reagan have been caught in the cycle of trying to
plug so many holes, dealing with the crying needs of
so many homeless, hungry, and despairing, that they
themselves have become stressed out, empty, cynical.
They seem unable to raise questions about the basic
structures or policies generating the problems.
Each of these ways of turning to Jesus as the answer
avoids dealing with the fundamental fact that the old
frameworks already have or are now breaking down,
that they are not absolute or "of God," and that the
Jesus whom we discover in Scripture may be one who
moves us into the new rather than saving us or others
from it.
What we find in the New Testament is account after
account of Jesus confronting the old order, refusing to
recognize it as absolute, but proclaiming instead the
Kingdom of God as the transforming horizon of
human existence. Jesus did not necessarily lay out a
blueprint for what that new order would be, but
through his words and actions he interrupted political,
economic, and religious systems that dominate, control, and distort human life. Christ's Body, the
Church, may not by itself possess the wherewithal to
construct the new order, but it does carry a vision of
what human life is intended to be, and a mandate to
serve as an interruption-to say "wait a minute!"
whenever any system, regardless of its political posture, would become an end in itself, in other words,
pass itself off as "god."
The Church is called to do this interrupting because
of its awareness that whenever any system becomes an
absolute for us, the situation is one of idolatry. In
idolatry people seek liberation through political and
religious submission to powers of domination. These
powers manifest themselves, for example, in classism,
racism, sexism, and militarism. The idol becomes a veil
of illusion, preventing us from seeing alternative ways
of being or living. What is primary is not idolatry's effect on God but its effect on us . The idol reigns over
us regardless of the human, historical consequences.
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For Luther, idolatry is the core of what sin is about.
It is a state of unbelief, a tangled web that seems inevitable. We become preoccupied with symptoms
rather than causes, with plugging the holes, or peering
out from a shelter of assumed safety, or trying to hang
on to an old order. We try to grasp at our salvation,
but none of our "solutions" seems adequate. Doing the
best we can plunges us deeper into sin, i.e., into the
illusion that we can "make it." This illusion becomes
incarnated in historical structures that have become
the reigning reality over us-the interlocking institutions and ideologies of American society.
In Luther's day, the papacy had become the most
powerful institution ruling over people's lives, with
closely intertwined religious, social, and political dimensions. Luther came to view its institutional power
of domination as a theological issue which threatened
salvation itself. His theological critique of the papacy,
which he raised out of a pastoral concern for the
people's conscience, for the sake of their salvation, became the very means by which he interrupte(i the whole
Roman system of domination. The papacy of his day,
as an historical structure of domination, had become
a challenge to the heart of justification itself.
The inter-locking powers of domination under
which people today live are similar in impact, such
that a "tyranny of conscience" issue of faith may be at
stake in a similar way. The structures of domination
generate what Michael Lerner has called a sense of
"surplus powerlessness." People try hard to "make it"
(the epitome of works-righteousness) but never seem to
reach the "good life." They find themselves captive,
captive to sin as an historical systemic problem. But sin
is not the last word. To "cop out," remain immobilized, or to wallow in our cynicism or hopelessness is to succumb to unbelief.
In the face of this sense of being dominated, Jesus
Christ becomes the question mark that is raised in the
face of institutionalized power-be it secular or religious-and that interrupts the framework and systems
that we rely on for our security. Jesus Christ is the
challenging question mark who brings to awareness
the gap between what any system or ideology promises
and what the everyday reality of the people living
under it is like. The Church is called to be an interrupter of systems that deny suffering or try to find a
total cure. Jesus Christ, the crucified one, is the question that opens up space for the memory of the history of the suffering, not just the nostalgic memory of
those who have been the victors of history.
The interrupting role is necessary but not sufficient.
The church can also carry out an important midwifery
role in American society. The midwives Shiprah and
Puah (Exodus 1: 15 ff.) defied the dominating power of
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Pharaoh and thereby helped give birth to a new community of liberation. In the modern era, the midwifery movement has been characterized by its relative
freedom from the control of the medical establishment, and helps instead to empower women (and
men) in the birth process.

For Luther, idolatry is the core of
what sin is about. It is a state
of unbelief, a tangled web that seems
inevitable. We become preoccupied
with symptoms rather than causes.
In a similar way, the church today has the potential
to become a "free space" from the powers of domination that structure our lives in the world, and to work
with other groups in society in order to give birth to
new communities that are more participatory and empowering of all. The church does not have the readymade answers that it can impose on society in an attempt to become a dominant force in society once
again. However, it can provide the space, support, and
vision that enable the tough questions to be asked and
the difficult search for new options to begin.
Such free space, and the communal associations that
develop there, serve not only as a humanizing buffer
or retreat from the world, but can be a means for empowering collective action in pursuit of a common
good. In the face of the individualism and social amnesia that is so pervasive in American culture, the
church can help revitalize memory and a sense of
community, and thereby become a breeding ground
for democratic change. Themes in the biblical tradition (e.g., we are created in God's image to become
historical subjects) become resources for participatory
democratic activity, of the inclusive kind that crosses
bounds of race, ethnicity, gender, and class. We are
not passive victims of whatever is happening to us, but
God empowers us to be active, historical subjects with
one another in the world.
Some of the most promising examples of this are
found in church-based community organizing. The
basic purpose of such is to unify and empower people
in a geographic community, so they can begin to
change their situation, and in turn be changed or empowered through their involvement. Rather than an
individual or family facing a problem in isolation from
others, their problem or issue becomes linked with
that of others, including those of a different race or
class position. Community organizing builds upon the
democratic tradition by going beyond electoral politics
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and emphasizing public discussion and negotiation
aimed at holding business and government accountable to the common good. The emphasis is on systemic change, rather than the organization itself providing
direct service to address a problem. What is crucial is
not individual Christians or congregations working to
rebuild community on their own, but to organize
along with other groups within a community.
Fifty years after the founding editorial of The Cresset,
it seems naive if not undesirable for Christianity to try
to "recover its dominant [emphasis added] place in the
intellectual and social life." Rather than trying to become a more dominant force in culture, its more appropriate calling today is to interrupt the powers of
domination in society and, working with others who
share its concern, to serve as the midwife for a more
just and participatory society.
Cl

ical sergeant grabbing us and shouting, "You Better Believe!" That is not how the gospel works. The gospel
creates and makes alive, confers the freedom to love,
calls us to live by faith in the promises of God. The
gospel is good news, and it is intelligible as good news.
It does not confront us with nonsense, mathematical
or otherwise, and insist, as G. K. Chesterton once
wrote sarcastically, that we are good Christians if we
can believe "three impossible things before breakfast."

When I would ask questions my
teachers usually replied with some
variation on the theme, "Shut up and
believe." Like Ambrose Bierce, I
was to conclude that "we believe
only what we do not understand."

A Trinitarian Perspective
Walter R. Bouman
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One way for theologians to think about the relationship of Christianity and culture is to think about the
relationship of God to the world. For Christian theologians "God" means the Trinity. The doctrine of the
Trinity is a doctrine of the gospel, that is, a doctrine
of good news for the world.
I must confess, however, that my youthful religious
instruction right up through my seminary education
did not tell me that the doctrine of the Trinity was a
doctrine of the gospel. I learned the doctrine of the
Trinity as mathematical nonsense : three distinct entities
and yet one God. When I would ask questions my
teachers usually replied with some variation on the
theme, "shut up and believe." Like Ambrose Bierce, I
was to conclude that "we believe only what we do not
understand." There was a Beetle Bailey cartoon some
years ago in which Private Bailey is looking over
Sergeant Snorkle's shoulder at the bulletin board and
says: "I can't believe you put me on K.P. again!"
Snorkle grabs Bailey and shouts at the top of his voice,
"You Better Believe!" Trembling, Bailey replies, "I think
I've just had a religious experience."
If the doctrine of the Trinity is a doctrine of the
gospel then it is not intended to function as a theologNovember, 1987

The good news of the prophet of the exile to Israel
in captivity was "your God reigns" (Is. 52:7). The good
news of Jesus to his disciples was "the kingdom of God
is at hand" (Mark l: 15). The good news of the church
is "Jesus, the crucified one, is the Christ. The final
triumph of the reign of God cannot be defeated because Jesus has been raised from the dead." That
means that God has not given up on the world, but
rather God has been given up for the world, and
therefore the world has the promise of God's future.
The meaning of God is whatever has absolute or
sovereign freedom, whatever needs no other thing to
be. Such absolute freedom has often been construed as
freedom from the world, as not being subject to time
and space, hence as having neither responsibility for
the world nor involvement in it. A God with such freedom would be "a-pathetic," untouched by suffering,
unmoved by the world. Devotees of such a God would
be justified in having a neutral or even negative relationship with the world, at best using it until death
offered escape from it. But Christian thinking about
God is based on Jesus, grounded in the death and resurrection of Jesus. Therefore Christians assert that
God's absolute freedom means freedom for the world,
involvement in the world, promise to the world. Because of Jesus Christians claim that God wanted a
world, that God suffered with and for the world, and
that the reign of God will be the future of the world.
The Christian doctrine of creation means that God
wanted a world, intended a world. That is quite different from understanding the world as an emanation.
Something can emanate from me without my intention-like body odor or bad breath. But to confess the
world as creation is to confess its goodness, its fecun21

dity, its variety, its processes of development and inner
creativity, its pleasures and the happiness it affords.
Christians confess the world as creation not because
they have scientific instruments for measuring the age
and origin of the universe, but because they believe
the resurrection of the one who confirms the triumph
of life, not death. "AU things were made through him"
(John 1:3) and "in him all things hold together" (Col.
1: 17). The Christian doctrine of creation means that
God willingly, joyfully takes on responsibility for and
care of another, a universe, that God's freedom is now
defined as the freedom of loving investment. Like
partners in a marriage, like the parents of children,
God takes on the universe by calling it into existence.
Now we can understand why Genesis 1:26-27 can
speak of humans as reflecting the image of God, and

The Place
This will be our place, you said,
diffidently. On a rise
of Pennsylvania's red soil
wild daisies and ripple grass
leaned on the sun. A clump
of tiger lilies followed
the wind. Mountain laurel,
inkling of what had been,
blossomed petal design
and leathery leaf.
Our placeJacob dreaming deeply of Godchose the stone of his pillow
for altar and made his promises
there.
Now, before the bulldozer
and the concrete mixer, it is
your dream that gives you
possession. Your place is you .
The singer need write no song,
but be the song.

Sister Maura
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why it says that we do so as male and female. If we
reflect God, then God's being is not that of a monad.
God's oneness means God's uniqueness, God's singularity, God's identity. If we reflect God, it means that
the singularity, the uniqueness of God includes differentiation. When we reflect God, it is not as individuals. Rather, we reflect God in those differences
which make us friends , lovers, parents, children. If we
are made in the image of God, we are never more like
God than when we create! We are called to share in
the giving of life, to give the shape of life, not death,
to our world.
But our very creativity makes us vulnerable. To be
open to another, to call another into my life, in short,
to love, means that I can be hurt. The opposite is
brutally portrayed in Albert Camus' novel, The
Stranger. The "stranger" admits no one into his lifenot his mother, whom he buries without grief; not the
woman , with whom he has sex but not love; not a victim, whom he kills without hate. Worst of all, he is not
a person to himself, for he goes to his execution in
chilling and detached indifference-a zombie, not a
person; a stranger, not a lover.
Those we love can hurt us just when they hurt-and
especially when we are helpless, when we can only
look on. Those we love can hurt us because we must
let go, give them freedom to be, take risks. Worst of
all , those we love can hurt us by turning against us.
When we ask why God permits suffering, we are asking God to be a puppeteer, not a creator; a writer of
bad and contrived plots, rather than a risk-taking lover
and parent.
The Christian gospel about God is not only that God
is free to create, but also that God is free to suffer.
Out of the depths of Japan's suffering during and
after the Second World War came a most remarkable
book of Christian theology , Kazoh Kitamori's Theolof5Y
of the Pain of God. Kitamori points out that Hosea and
Jeremiah , among other voices in Israel, proclaimed
that God loves and therefore God suffers. In the cross
of Jesus God's vulnerable love reaches its ultimate and
definitive depth. God's absolute freedom and utter
uniqueness ("oneness") is now disclosed as suffering
and redeeming love.
Here, too, the singularity of God is disclosed in
plural terms. For Jesus is not only a victim and thus
one with all victims, but also and equally important the
one who sent him and whom he called "abba" is a
helpless observer and one with all who must stand by
in the face of suffering. God dies at our hands, as so
many victims have done, so that whatever we do or
neglect to do to one another we do or neglect to do
to God (Matt. 25:31-46).
But God is also there as one who can only "be
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there" and endure the victimization of the beloved.
While we joyfully celebrate the plurality-within-singularity of God in our own creative gender differences,
we are affirmed and comforted in the midst of the
suffering and death present in a good creation because of the plurality-within-singularity of God's vulnerability. The Father and the Son both suffer in the
world, with the world, at the hands of the world, for
the life of the world in the cross of Jesus.

There is now no place so lonely or
tormented where God is not in
solidarity with victims. That is why
the doctrine of the Trinity calls us
to identify with the world's victims,
to become victims ourselves rather
than to make victims.

There is now no place so lonely or tormented where
God is not in solidarity with victims. That is why the
doctrine of the Trinity calls us to identify with the
world's victims, to become victims ourselves rather
than to make victims. Christianity's relationship to culture calls us to creativity and world affirmation. It also
calls us to witness against the powers of death, the
powers that administer death and that deal in death,
by enduring the cross ourselves. This is, indeed, the
hardest dimension of Christianity's relation to culture.
I have a New Yorker cartoon on the bulletin board of
my study in which a preacher is saying to his congregation: "If your life-style is going to be seriously affected, then of course disregard everything I've said."
Mostly we are like Siegfried Sassoon's chaplain saying
to the troops in the First World War, "God go with
you to the trenches. I shall go with you as far as the
railroad station." If we are made in the image of God,
we are never more like God than when we enter into
the sufferings of others.
God's vulnerability gives hope to the world , promises a future to the world. Jesus said of the cross,
"When I am lifted up from the earth, I will draw all
persons unto myself' (John 12:32). There is only one
reign that unites creation and redemption in promise
for the future : the reign of suffering and vulnerable
love. Every other reign closes off possibilities for some,
for many, or for all. Hence only Jesus can promise the
Spirit, the new and Holy Spirit, to those who are
caught by the love of God , who are grasped by the vision of the reign of God. That is the triune story of
God : the creative and suffering love of the Father and
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the Son releases the Spirit of promise and hope for
the future. For that is what the Holy Spirit of God
means: the promise of life and hope, the promise of
peace and justice, the promise of song and laughter.
If we are made in the image of God, we are never
more like God than when we give friends and enemies
alike new possibilities!
When St. Paul contemplates such a God, he bursts
into praise. "0 the depth of the riches and wisdom
and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his
judgments and how inscrutable his ways!" (Rom.
11 :33) We often think these words are about the tragic
element in our world. But St. Paul is thinking about
the faithfulness of God's commitment to the world.
That is the real mystery of God, not God's Trinitarian
being nor God's active involvement, but why God
bothers with a world. Perhaps someday we will know
why, but for now what matters is that God does
bother, that the cross is the way God bothers, and that
God gives us hope so that we bother about the world
Cl
in the same way.

Men, Women, and the Trinity
Carl E. Braaten
Carl E. Braaten is Professor of Systematic Theology at the
Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago and Editor-in-Chief
of dialog. His many books include The Flaming Center:
A Theology of the Christian Mission (1977), Principles
of Lutheran Theology (1983), and The Apostolic Imperative (1985) .
Studies on the relationships between women and
men are being conducted from many disciplinary angles,
historical,
anthropological,
sociological,
psychological, etc. They challenge us to inquire into
possibilities of shedding some theological light on the
same subject. I believe that the relationship between
men and women calls for fundamental theological reflection within the Christian community, and that we
have an abundance of source materials to draw from.
If we do not tap the deepest roots of our Christian
identity in shaping an authentic community of men
and women, we will continue to be blown about by the
shifting winds of our immediate age. Then the danger
arises that we take the gospel hostage to our favorite
ideology.
In light of the theology of creation we affirm the bipolar nature of true humanity. "Man" in the creation
story is the equivalent of "man and woman" (Gen.
1 :27). Man and woman together represent humanity;
man and woman together are installed as God's dep-
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uties on earth (Gen. 1:28). In placing man and woman
side by side in a relation of mutuality and complementarity, there comes to the fore a high appraisal of sexuality, marriage, and the family. A facet of this is a
high valuation of bodily and earthly existence, quite
foreign to some religions. Tragically, actual empirical
history has not embodied this high view of man and
woman in a state of equality and partnership as stewards of the creation . In fact, the man has dominated
and the woman has found her place in a position of
servility and subjugation. The "fall" of humanity into
a history of distorted relations invades every dimension of the "original" creation. What has been created
good (male and female created he them) is subjected
to the pervasive power of evil.

The inclusive Kingdom of God
envisioned in the light of the
incarnation can not be
institutionalized by the laws of
this world. The attempt to do so by
the "quota system" represents a
massive confusion of law and gospel.

In light of the incarnation we have a renewed vision of the original creation moving forward to a state
of eschatological fulfillment in which "there is neither
Jew nor Greek, neither slave nor free , neither male
nor female; for all are one in Christ Jesus ." This is not
an empirical description of an actual society, not even
of the Christian community as such. Rather, it is a picture of the new community in light of the kingdom inaugurated by Christ, whose coming is always by the
Word and the Spirit. The inclusive kingdom envisioned here can not be institutionalized by the laws
of this world. The attempt to do so by the "quota system" represents a massive confusion of law and gospel.
The d eepest theological foundation for an authentic
community of men and women lies in the Christian
doctrine of the Trinity. The current revision of Christian trinitarian doctrine grounds the community between men and women in the social nature of the
Trinity. Here I am thinking of the twentieth-century
theology of the Trinity coming from Barth, Rahner,
Kas per, Moltmann , Jiingel, Jenson , and Pannenberg.
T he new social model of the Trinity is critical of
monotheistic monarchianism which has dominated the
traditional concept of the Trinity undergirding the
patriarchal system of human relationships. Monotheistic monarchianism may lie at the root of the religion
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of patriarchy. The Christian doctrine of the Trinity in
principle represents a clean break from radical
monotheism of the kind we find in Judaism and Islam.
At least Christians should be free to speak of God as
a communion of personal identities whose strongest
analogy we find in the fellowship of man and woman,
created as they are in the image of God.
The image of the omnipotent male monarch as traditionally derived from the Bible and Christian tradition does not fit the social image of God we find in
the unity of the divine fellowship of personal relations,
Father, Son, and Spirit. The Father Almighty is then
no longer the archetype of the imperial rulers of this
world, but rather the compassionate Father of the
crucified Jesus. The cross represents a reversal in the
image of God , wherein the Almighty becomes manifest
in powerlessness, suffering, pain, and death. Almighty
power takes the form of passionate and passible love
in a ken otic vision of ultimate reality.
On a basis of the crucified image of God Almighty
we are called into a radically different kind of community than that based on self-aggrandizing competition,
achievement, and domination. We can ask about the
nature of true community no longer based on a vertical hierarchical relation to the monarchy of a ruler,
one in which there will always be subordination and
superordination, but instead a community of men and
women in which the relations are horizontally defined
by the mutual dynamics of love and partnership. If we
take the social image of the Trinity seriously, this is
the vision we will hold of an authentic community of
women and men .
Do we actually live in such a community in which individual personality and social reality are perfectly
harmonized, as we have pictured for us in the trinitarian relations of Father, Son, and Spirit? Obviously not,
neither in the church nor in the society at large. Still,
we are speaking of primal convictions of faith which
judge and inspire our community and, indeed, every
community. Are we able to actualize these convictions
in our families, in personal relations, in every community of which we are members? I am loathe to claim
too much at the level of praxis and performance.
Nevertheless, we are held accountable to a Christian
vision of an authentic community of men and women ,
in which the vertical relations of power, domination,
and subjugation are being overcome by the power of
the Word and the Spirit alive in our midst.
In so far as we have problems in realizing an authentic community of men and women as intended in
creation and empowered by the gospel, we are facing
a · malady which can only be cured by an injection of
freedom born of the gospel , something the law is powerless to create. To pile up evidence of the inhumanity
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of men against women (past and present) only gives
fuel to the accusatory judgments of law, which are
penultimately necessary, but within the Christian community the issue becomes more than a matter of judgment and law. It becomes an issue of grace and freedom. How do we become free, really free , from the vicious cycle of domination and oppression, parents
against children (or vice versa), rich against poor, employers against employees, strong against weak, professionals against working class, educated against untutored, etc., etc.? Who is really free to surrender power
and privilege for the sake of others?

We do meet persons who are deeply
scarred by nightmarish memories of
male brutality, domination, and
sexual harassment, and who thus are
swayed by a simple analysis that sees
patriarchy as the root of all evils.
Divide and conquer is the method of the old age.
Only the gospel can bring the power of freedom that
means authentic community, uniting those who have
been separated by fear. One of the gravest threats to
authentic community is coming from those who would
try to legislate the vision of true community into existence, giving up on the power of the liberating Word
and the life-giving Spirit. Then dialogue, conversation,
and rational discourse in search of harmony and consensus are surrendered in favor of ideological propaganda that serves only to polarize and alienate.
On a practical level local communities will always at
best be on the road to more adequate forms of justice
and mutuality in the relationships between men and
women. There is no pat formula that will signal the
arrival at a goal. Communities live in history and willynilly that means change. But there will always be
struggle for sharper discernment as to what is morally
right and good. However ambiguous the communities
in which we have been nurtured, where the traditional
roles of women were structured in a manner no
longer appropriate to our present social situation
(Kinder, Kirche, und Kuchen), still we experienced and
witnessed dimensions of the mutual love and service
between men and women, parents and children, clergy
and laity, even in those old-fashioned communities
"where the women are strong, the men are good-looking, and the children are all above average."
We do meet persons who are deeply scarred by
nightmarish memories of male brutality, domination,
and sexual harassment, and who thus are easily
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swayed by a neat single-cause analysis that demonizes
patriarchy as the root of all evils. What is so alluring
about this hypothesis is the progress-optimism it engenders, for as we see patriarchy falling away-and it
is certainly doomed by the "mega-trends" of postmodern society-we may believe we have thereby fundamentally altered "the nature of the beast." Meanwhile, we may join in every blitz campaign that attacks
the root of all evil, for presumably no sacrifice is too
great to reach the goal of victory that lies ahead.
Some radical ideologues assert that the Christian
name of the Triune God, "Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit," into whose name every Christian has been baptized, has got to go. The name, however, has an identity-bearing function. It is by that name that we identify the particular One whom we are addressing.
When a local community unilaterally sacrifices the
Triune name in the interest of its special cause, that .
community has taken a step that leads beyond the limits of pluralism acceptable within the apostolic catholic
church. This is truly a matter of "status confessionis."
Those who find that their baptism into the name of
the "Father, Son, and Holy Spirit" is in essence nothing but a password into a patriarchal, hierarchical society are advancing a claim that rests on misunderstanding. The root of the Trinitarian name of God
is the "Abba-experience" of Jesus. This is the root of
the christological development that gave rise to the
apostolic name of God as "Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit." This name is built into the structure of our
common faith as confessed in the Nicene Creed. The
universal mission of the apostolic community is linked
to this name and none other. The same thing is written into our ordination vows.
My basic conviction is this: Hold to the essentials of
our common faith as confessed in the three-article
Creed, and as for all the rest be as open as possible
to new insights and shifting worldviews. For in the
Triune name we have the ontological basis for a true
community where both the individuality of persons
and the unity of their mutual relations are respected.
We should be aware that our striving for authentic
community is resourced more deeply by the gospel of
our common faith than by any of the "isms" of our
time.

••••

Problematics of Religion & Culture
Midge Deeter
Midge Deeter is Executive Director of the Committee for
the Free World. She was earlier an editor at Harper's and
at Basic Books. She is the author of The Liberated
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Woman and Other Americans (1971), The New Chastity and Other Arguments against Women's Liberation
(1972), and Liberal Parents, Radical Children (1975).
Public symposia by their very nature presuppose the
problematical status of the subject they have been organized to discuss. One could not, for instance, imagine a symposium on Christianity and Culture in
Nicaragua or Poland (one could, to be sure, imagine
discussions of the relation of the Church to the government in such countries, but that is a very different
matter).
And so it is with this symposium. We ponder the
connection between Christianity and culture in the
United States because we are at the same time certain
that it abides and deeply uncertain as to what it is.
The United States is a religious country-or to be
more precise, a country astonishingly full of religious
people-perhaps second only to places like Poland and
Nicaragua. Yet we never fail to surprise ourselves in
remembering that this is so. What could be a better
signal that we are in the presence of the problematical?
For me as a Jew, the problem is much further compounded. The idea of a Christian culture, in the sense
intended by T. S. Eliot, with very good reason makes
me uneasy, fretful, and inclined to be combative and
impolite. Yet I know that this particular Christian culture (for such, of course, American culture undeniably
is, though in the breadth of its political secularization
it is rather far from what T. S. Eliot meant by the
term) has been hugely beneficient to me and mine.
Moreover, I have learned from bitter experience to
share the fear of a large number of my Christian fellow-Americans that our culture is straying too far
beyond the bounds of their Christian piety. I seek no
prayer in schools-for such prayer, to the extent that
it was genuine, would not be my prayer-and yet I am
moved to the bottom of my being by the same passions
that move those who do.
Does this sound a muddle? Well, it is. Though I
presume to believe that the muddle is not mine alone.
What pious Christians fear, and pious Jews along
with them, is that the secularization which is so essential to the benignity of our political institutions has
seeped into areas where its effects are-I use the word
with no metaphoric intention-murderous: murderous
to our sense of life, which is the ground base for culture in every possible meaning of the term, and as we
are coming more and more to see, murderous period.
From the political idea that every man be regarded
and treated as a free and equal person has grown the
spiritual perversion of that idea into the assertion that
nature and human life itself need not impose any lim-
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its or restrictions. Our precious civic freedom has little
by little come to be confused with the ungodly "option" ' not to endure pain or displeasure or even-it has
come to that-birth or death.
In the culture that presently dominates us, cosmic
arrogance is no longer a sin to be resisted under the
guidance of heavenly discipline; it is an imperative
sanctioned by a wholly new application of the notion
of justice. The demands of this new justice are that for
every suffering, society must provide an instantaneous
balm: undesired or undesirable progeny must be done
away with, hopeless illness must be quickly and cleanly
terminated, and in between every sorrow, anxiety,
fear, guilt, and moment of boredom must be medicated.
Birth is not birth, it is an enterprise to be undertaken for profit or not at all. Death is not mysterious
death, it is a kind of pageant to be stage-managed or
a scientific project to be administered. Sin is not sin,
it is a disease to be treated or a mistake to be erased,
and virtue is not virtue, it is a means for the enhancement of emotional market value. Above all, life is not
a gift to be treasured but rather a kind of conditional
loan from oneself to oneself, calling for repayment at
a high rate of interest.
A culture based on such a premise about the nature
of freedom and justice is a culture that violates both
the human and the divine.

The idea of a Christian culture, in
the sense intended by T. S. Eliot,
with very good reason makes me as a
Jew uneasy, fretful, and inclined
to be combative and impolite.
Thus the muddle of which I spoke arises out of the
question of how we are to maintain the rational secularization-or, I will not hesitate to say it, the "secular
humanism"-of our political life without flinging ourselves irretrievably into the condition of spiritual sickness that is the result of the secular rampantly misapplied.
I do not know the answer. To uphold some kind of
separation between the polity and the cultu re is a very
difficult and dangerous business, fraught with the possibility that each will permanently refuse peaceful
terms with the other-and that way lies national
schizophrenia. Perhaps there is no simple way out of
this, but only an endless day-to-day struggle to define
and define yet again that which must belong to Caesar
and that which must be protected from him.
The Cresset

This of course is an old Christian preachment. Nor
is it the worst definition of the American project. At
the moment, we are not doing well with it. For it is
fundamentally a project of consciousness rather than
law. And in the cowardly hope that someone, or something, else will take over our private responsibilities,
we have taken to depending on impositions from the
courts and legislatures. In the very nature of things,
this will in the long run only intensify the problem.
There are no prescriptions for the work of consciousness. One cannot create, or will, a properly religious sense of life. Knowing what something looks
like is not the same as knowing it. Preaching does not
lead to faith.
But praying does. Christianity is at present on its
knees-which is, after all, the only posture that affords
a glimpse of God. Who knows what renewal might not
~~?
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Light in a Pluralistic Culture
Norma J. Everist
Norma J. Everist is Associate Professor in the Division of
Ministry at Wartburg Theological Seminary and a pastor in
the American Lutheran Church. Her most recent publication
is Connections: Faith and Life, co-authored with Nelvin
Vos for the Division for Parish Services of the Lutheran
Church in America.
In this pluralistic society, the spotlight of the public
sphere illumines people hungering for heroes, purpose, and ethics · while keeping the specifications of
their beliefs secluded in private. Christians live in the
world, but are not able to connect faith and multiple
spheres of activity. 0. P. Kretzmann's "Purpose and
Function" article called for total presence in the world,
ruing the "insidious departmentalizing" of the Christian's life .
A pastor, after attending the Wartburg Academy of
the West where we addressed the paradox of
pluralism, said, "I always knew it was hard to be a
Christian in this society . . . now I know why." The
creeds of our public civil religion, needed for communal expression in a pluralistic culture, sound like,
but are quite different from, the radical core of the
Gospel. Disestablishment of the eighteenth century
and privatization of religion in the nineteenth have
produced a type of pluralism which confines specific
faith communities to the private sphere while an
American civil religion provides the symbols, rituals,
holy places, heroes, and creeds of the public sphere.
Individuals have been shaped by and live in both
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spheres, finding it difficult to translate when neither
language sounds like a foreign tongue.
I call for a pluralism which means the state of society in which people, diverse in religion, race, ethnicity,
class, sex, age, and ability, maintain that diversity and
yet autonomously participate in the common society.
By public I mean open to view, to be in the light.
Common life is accessible. All people's voices are
heard. The gifts of all differently abled people are val-

Icarus
Brueghel need not
have painted you
plunging fatally into the Mediterranean
and your story
need not have been
a lesson in vanity,
if only the Greeks,
so clever usually in their myths,
most accurate in life parallel,
and Brueghel, the realist master,
could have seen you
poised between Mercury
and the sun.
Icarus,
you need not have scorched your wings,
you would have endured,
passing in eccentric ellipse into darkness
behind Mars, returning,
past Earth's gravity
to graze the sun .. .
a kilometer in length, a featherweight in space.
Unfortunate your wax
was a wrong texture in time,
a brief moment, Icarus
as you and Daedalus expected
nevertheless . . .
perhaps Brueghel
could have painted you
rising from the China Sea,
unaffected,
your feathers dripping sunlight,
The Greeks
wou ld have been
accepting.

Joan Marella
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ued and enhanced. Such a society does not dismiss nor
departmentalize any people, any discipline, or any
world view.
To be private in ancient Greece literally meant to be
deprived of the public life. Women, slaves, and children were denied access to this public, or "real,"
world. Today few young people aspire to "public service." In the creed of American civil religion, the two
words contradict each other. To be viable in public
means to be individualistic, strong, a winner, while service, a word for ministry in the Christian creed, refers
to being servile, weak, willing to come in last. Public
political life is suspect; counter-constitutional figures
become heroes.
We may seek to be united by denying our differences, through melting-pot imagery, and through continued privatization of beliefs; or, paradoxically, we
may do exactly the opposite. We may seek unity in a
healthy pluralism through strengthening differences
and inviting people to integrate faith and life and be
more present in the world. The goal is to help people
transit and translate between private and public
spheres. All people would be invited to bring their beliefs and the differences those beliefs make in their
lives to public gatherings . . . public schools, concert
halls, libraries, forums, political caucuses, ethnic festivals.
Fifty years ago when people were "compelled to
seek lights beyond the walls of the Church," The Cresset
sought to become "a small lamp set on the walls of the
Church to find things of value in the surrounding
darkness, (and) to throw light upon hidden dangers."
The United States was then between the darkness of
the Great Depression and the nightmare of World
War II. The darkness today is more subtle and complex, but no less dangerous. Although we have grown
accustomed to the chaos (I was born precisely one year
after The Cresset, so it is all some of us have known),
death and disorder have not disappeared.
We might not describe the task as "to subordinate
relative truth to the absolute and to examine it in the
light of the spiritual realm," but we continue to seek
light in the darkness. This is God's world. No part of
life can be shut away from God, nor does God relegate
any part of this world to darkness. We can trust the
God who created light and enlightens our darkness.
The remarkable range of human endeavor, in content
and form, enlightened through The Cresset's pages over
the past fifty years, celebrates this life.
0. P. Kretzmann said that "Christianity" and "culture" are inseparable. It would not be until 1951 that
H. Richard Niebuhr would publish his classic text,
Christ and Culture, which examined that inseparable relationship. We take the liberty of substituting "particu-
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Jar faith community" and "American civil religion" for
"Christ" and "culture" to examine the relationship of
public and private in a pluralistic culture.
The "Christ of Culture" typifies privatized religious
particularities expressed through the symbols and rituals of the civil faith. Lutherans or Methodists or Reformed Jews, along with moral citizens with no church
affiliation, all participate in "ministry" through the
United Way, celebrate the civil holy days of Memorial
Day and Thanksgiving, and express communal ritual
in World Series week and Superbowl Sunday. Faith
communities do not throw light on the civil religion,
because no more light seems needed.

We may seek unity in a healthy
pluralism through strengthening
differences and inviting people to
integrate faith and life and be more
present in the world. The goal is to
help people transit and translate
between private and public spheres.
Although Niebuhr provided historic examples of
Christ above Culture, rare is the phenomenon in the
United States today of one's denomination being over
the civil religion. More often American civil religion's
beliefs of "Be No. l" and "You deserve the best today"
supersede the particular Christian tenet of suffering
servanthood.
Corresponding to "Christ against Culture," some denominations oppose the civil religion, keeping their
light secluded, particularly if the civil religion is seen
as the embodiment of "secular humanism." Some fundamentalist Christians, however, have turned to public
airwaves and become active politically, signaling a
move from their "against" position to an attempt to
define and become the American civil religion.
I propose that Niebuhr's "Christ and Culture in
Paradox" and "Christ the Transformer of Culture"
modes are most helpful in relating faith communities
to the civil religion in a pluralistic culture. In both
cases the particular religious community strengthens
its commitments and moves beyond the private sphere
to encounter the strengths of other believers in the
public forum. The civil religion, founded on a combination of Puritan and Enlightenment principles, has
become a light unto itself, justifying assumptions of
global domination and being a redeemer nation to the
world. It is in need of constant transformation and
substantive infusion of such concepts as repentance,
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mercy, and genuine inclusivity. Faith communities can
become translators, transformers, power sources of
light.
As individuals and faith communities continue to
live in this society, a paradoxical relationship will exist.
There is light and there are hidden dangers beyond
the walls of the Church. Darkness has existed within
the Church as well. At such times we trust the Light
which is the Christ. We can trust the God who enlightens as we continue to be the cressets, the vessels
to hold the illuminant. We can hold the light, but need
not keep it. We may throw light, but also find and
share it. After fifty years we do well to consider again
what it means to hold all things open to view in a pubCl
lic, pluralistic culture.

The Good's Personal Appearance
Robert W. Jenson
Robert W. Jenson is Professor of Systematic Theology at
Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg. His many
books include Story and Promise (1973), Lutheranism:
The Theological Movement and Its Confessional Writings (with Eric Gritsch, 1976), Visible Words (1978), and
The Triune Identity (1982).
Assigned to consider "Christianity and culture," one
might suppose that one knew what Christianity is and
what culture is, and then had to investigate how they
are in fact related. The supposition seems to me
wrong. For if the Christian faith is true, then the question "What is culture?" must be itself a theological
question.
I will in this article make but one small probe into
the assigned vastness. It might be thought we know
what an artist is, and then have only to investigate how
a Christian can be an artist or an artist a Christian.
The right question, however, as it seems to me, is:
What is an artist, supposing the truth of the faith?
II

Soren Kierkegaard understood the artist as a special
case of those who live in the "aesthetic mode," and
therefore understood the artist's existence as a sort of
dedicated refusal to decide-since he was himself a
consummate artist, this understanding caused him a
good deal of personal trouble. Kierkegaard was in this
matter not original; his interpretation of the artist's
existence is typically late-romantic. That is why I begin
with him, since by and large our culture continues to
assign a late-romantic role to the artist: he/she is to be
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open to all experience, not closing by decision as must
the rest of us, and so revealing human possibilities we
others would and probably should not otherwise know.

Kierkegaard understood the artist as
a special case of those who live in
the "aesthetic mode," and therefore
understood the artist's existence as a
sort of dedicated refusal to decide.
Kierkegaard's thinking circled around the classic
transcendentals of the Western tradition: the good, the
beautiful, and the true. But he arranged them differently than had the tradition. The tradition experienced the rift in human existence as the difference between the good and the true, between what ought to
be and what is, and looked to the beautiful as to a possible reconciliation.
We may think, for example, of Kant's third critique,
in which beauty is interpreted as spontaneous good,
good that is somehow not goal but fact, or of Aquinas'
definition of beauty as truth's attraction. Kierkegaard,
precommitted to a particular self-interpretation of the
aesthetic, instead located the rift between the beautiful
and the good: the good is there to be chosen, but the
beautiful is there precisely for abstention from choice.
This leaves the true to mediate, which it could do only
as vehemently paradoxical religious truth.
We still see the problem Kierkegaard's way. It is
possible, however, that his arrangement of the transcendentals is perverse. Perhaps the tradition had it
right, and perhaps rediscovering that might be good
for us and for our arts. It might also be good for our
theology, since an entire generation of Lutheran
theologians in this country, my generation, has supposed at deep, almost subliminal, levels that "real"
Christianity would indeed be Kierkegaard's burden of
paradox; it may be that this burden is heavier than
even God would wish to impose.
That a romantic understanding of art is bad for art
if the true does not affect its connection to the good
seems anyway confirmed by history. That is to say, experience suggests that we can in the long term be artists by Kierkegaard's lights only if we are also believers
by his lights. Of the latter, there is a current shortage.
Even the most protean experience cannot be and reflect everything. Art's options, therefore, are between
deliberated choices and the choice not to choose, that
is, a founding choice of aleatory procedures-which
are more widespread and various than is use of the
term "aleatory" as a label. Deliberated choices are,
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however, precisely the moral life; every deliberated
choice is a decision "This is good." Aleatory art is
therefore the only option for art that interprets itself
romantically and is driven in history to carry that interpretation out to its end.
Many fine things have resulted from aleatory procedures. But there are two drawbacks--or what some
may take to be drawbacks. First, each aleatory work is
a specific dead end. No tradition can be built up; aleatory art withdraws from history. Second, the artist
him/herself withdraws from the scene. This withdrawal
has sometimes been presented as the overcoming of
the romantic cult of "the artist." It is nothing of the
sort; it is the inevitable completion of that cult. That
the cult finally calls the artist to ritual suicide may,
however, suggest to some artists that it is a wrong cult.

III
I will therefore make a small experiment of supposing the traditional arrangement of transcendentals
right. What divides our lives is the difference between
the good and the true; reconciliation appears in the
beautiful, if at all.

What do we experience when we know
a thing as beautiful? My suggestion:
the beautiful thing or action seems
as if it could not be happening now;
as if for it to be I should yet
have to choose and labor for it.
I have been using the word "beauty" and its modifications. I have found that when an actual artist hears
such language, he/she may just therefore disdain what
is said: "Art has nothing to do with beauty." What is
supposed, I think, is that when people use "beautiful"
they mean "pretty." But I need a word for whatever
it is that artists produce, insofar as it cannot be
adequately described as "paint on canvas" or "people
scraping on catgut"; "beauty" is the available word;
and most of what we ought to call beautiful is not
pretty at all.
Beauty is the appearance of the good. Even in an
unfallen creation, the good would not simply coincide
with the facts. For then we could never say "ought"
and there would be no history. But a historyless world
would not be what the Scripture calls "creation." It belongs, therefore, to life in a creation that we are sometimes to choose what is not yet above what is, and act
to achieve the transformation. When God looked at a
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day's results and called them "tov," this expressed his
judgment that not all the transforming was still to be
done. But now-what, looking at the same
phenomena, did the angels, who had not done the
work, see? I suggest, if they said, "It is very good," their
sentence was equivalent to "It is very beautiful."
What do we experience when we experience something as beautiful? My suggestion: the beautiful thing
or action seems as if it could not be happening now,
as if for it to be I should yet have to choose and labor
for it. This does not mean that I would choose it, or
even agree with the judgment of someone who did. It
does not even mean that I think anyone would so
choose. It only means that apart from the possibility of
good, there is nothing to be beautiful.
More interesting is the matter of seeming, which always-as it just did-intrudes itself into discussion of
beauty; it is why Plato distrusted art. Given fundamental features of Plato's thought, his remoter followers
have often wondered why he did not take quite ii different position, making the artist the one who sees the
ideal and copies it more exactly than does the world.
But Plato himself had to regard seeming as he did, for
he did not think of the world or its good as there for
anyone; the reality of communication was not constitutive in his ontology. We have arrived at the artist.
IV
Beauty is always somehow the beauty of the world,
of what is given. The most abstract painting or the
purest dance do not start from scratch, they start with
the world's colors and the human body. But beauty is
the appearing of the world's good, the world's seeming
to be what it will be at the End, the coming transformation's communicated presence. That is, there must be
persons not only as hearers and beholders, but as
speakers and gesturers. There is, I suggest, no beauty
but through an artist.
Beauty is conversation between the world and some
of the world's inhabitants, projecting the world's good.
For this conversation, also the world must have voice
and heart and mind. The one who lives to provide
these lives "in the aesthetic mode." The artist bespeaks
to us the world's possibility of transformation. He/she
is hung across the chasm between the world-"everything that is the case"-and what ought to be. Kierkegaard's mistake is a right mistake. It is true: nothing
that is the case can be foreign to art. But the artist is
not a mirror, he/she is a voice. And speech is choice
and longing.
With whom does the artist speak? With us on the
one side. But with whom on the other? There must be
a voice also on the other side. The artist does not
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speak on his/her own behalf; the artist is the voice of
the world, the appearing of a good he/she does not
sheerly create. We must, I think, acknowledge: the artist's other partner is God. The world has the possibility
of its own transformation only if it somehow is enveloped in freedom . And a universal freedom, encompassing everything that is the case, "all will agree to be
God."
God is anonymous in his converse with the artist.
The artist need not, and in such terms as our own
probably will not, identify the person who addresses
him from the world's side. And since the identification
of God is the whole matter of revelation, the artist is
not a prophet. The artist is addressed by the world
and addresses it; and he/she interprets to the rest of
us. That is quite enough.

v
But is not the world sometimes beautiful without an
artist? I think not. There is "natural beauty" only in
the sense that we do indeed sometimes see the world
as beautiful when no artist is present. But we have to
be taught that, by the artist. When we hear the music
of the birds, we hear imitations of flutes; when we see
a mysterious seascape, we are noticing how much it is
like the Turners in the Tate. All talk about the beauty
of nature conceals a metaphor, for the home of our
experience of beauty is not passive reception of the
world that is there, but the activity of the artist. To indulge a parody: "Speech is the house of beauty."

God is anonymous in his converse
with the artist. The artist need not,
and in such terms as our own probably
will not, identify the person who
addresses him from the world's side.
But the possibility of this metaphor does carry us
one more step. If the world is not only the given of
beauty, if we can be so taught that we see it as actually
beautiful, without the teacher, who in that experience
is the artist? Jonathan Edwards, decidedly no wallower
in immediacy, thought that God creates by humming
the world's tune .
VI

Beauty and beauty's speakers are spanned across the
same fission in our life and world to which the
church's message of Reconciliation addresses itself.
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The artist cannot close the gap between is and may be,
across which he/she is spanned; that is the pain which
animates the artist. Nor, of course, does he/she need
to, since Another will do that, in cross and resurrection. The artist who knows this latter truth may even
be a better artist for the knowledge; it must anyway be
a good thing to know .
Such otherwise diverse Christians as the Franciscan
scholastics, Martin Luther, and Karl Barth have
thought that not only is the world in fact to be reconciled by Christ, it is created to be reconciled, is designed for that end. If that is so, then as Barth sometimes said, we should expect ~his design to show from
time to time. I think beauty is the showing and artists
the showers. And I think that is why the faith cannot
leave the arts alone. It is also why it is sad that the
great Kierkegaard fought so hard against his own
vocation .

...••

The Metaphors of The Cressef
Richard Lee
Richard Lee is Professor of Humanities in Christ College at Valparaiso University and Coordinator of the University's North Central Association Accreditation Self-Study. He
served as Editor of The Cresset from 1969-72 and 197881 .
Whenever The Cresset puts its mind to the question
of the relationship of Christianity and culture, as we
are here so festively summoned to do, it could do
worse than take its bearings from its own charter,
0. P. Kretzmann 's "The Cresset . . . Its Purpose and
Function."
I do not necessarily refer to the particular conclusions Dr. Kretzmann draws in that essay, nor would I
argue that his essay is any less contradictory than he
was so wonderfully in himself. To the contrary, that
probing essay fits our rumbustious founder perfectly,
and if I read his conclusions aright, a journal attempting to address the question of the relationship of
Christianity and culture should be idealist m
metaphysics, classicist in aesthetics, authoritarian m
religion, absolutist in morality, and latitudinarian in
politics, economics, and other adiaphora. The present
case that might be made for Dr. Kretzmann's conclusions, however, is '10t the purpose of my birthday
card, for I find our bearings on our anniversary question deeper in his essay.
Any gathering of our thoughts on the relationship
of Christianity and culture fundamentally depends
upon the metaphors striking that relationship, and the
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Cresset charter seems to me to offer three related
metaphors. The first is the metaphor of screening, and

the extended metaphor is that of Christianity winnowing and weighing the vitalities of culture for "whatsoever things are true . . . honest ... just ... pure
. . . lovely and of good report." The Cresset charter
reaffirms the Pauline admonition that Christians
"think on these things," and this affirmation of the
good in culture is usually taken as the apostolic license
for Christian acculturation. The good in culture is
whatever opens mankind to the Word of God or at
least leaves mankind so addressable. We should remember that for Paul that included not only reason
and conscience but also idols to unknown gods and the
tolerable order enforced by tyrants.

At its prayerful best, The Cresset
publishes criticism which subjects
acculturated Christianity to the
judgments of the Word of God and
subjects other cultural forms to
the judgments of a critically
acculturated Christianity.
Christianity was born acculturated in its Hebrew and
Hellenistic cradle, and then and now we do not know
any Christianity outside of culture. The Word of God
transcends culture but Christianity does not, and practically to ask the question of the relationship of Christianity and culture is to ask the relationship of our presently acculturated Christianity to other cultures or cultural forms which are other ways of being in the
world. Whenever the question is truly alive, and not
simply a pandering to a "moral majority" or a polemic
against "secular humanism," it is posed by Christians
who fully grasp their Christianity as one form of acculturation in relation to other forms of acculturation.
The screening metaphor of our charter expresses
the critical function of The Cresset, and we note that for
Dr. Kretzmann such criticism falls on both culture and
badly acculturated Christianity. The Cresset relates
Christianity and culture by examining acculturated
Christianity as well as other cultural forms for the
ways they open or close mankind to the Word of God.
We should not be surprised at those occasions when
presently acculturated Christianity is found obscuring
the divine address and other cultural forms are found
more clarifying. We live in a ghastly time when God
putatively holds his servants hostage in prayer towers
and pagan humorists must warn Christians against
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paying ransom to such a Terrorist.
At its prayerful best, The Cresset publishes cnticism
which subjects acculturated Christianity to the judgment of the Word of God and subjects other cultural
forms to the judgments of a critically acculturated
Christianity. But naysaying criticism was not to be the
only function of The Cresset. Far from it. The second
metaphor in our charter is fusion, and Dr. Kretzmann's
assumption was that Christianity and culture are
parted at their mutual peril and must be joined for
their mutual benefit. His essay is winsomely vague on
how this integration should occur, but it is nearly
apocalyptic in the intensity of his conviction that it
must occur-"A fusion of the two is not only possible
but is demanded by the pain and terror of our dying
civilization." He simply assumes what must be done
can be done. That faith and little else that I can remember was the heart of his scourging liberalism.
We are today less inclined toward the crisis thought
of that time of world conflict and less likely to believe
that even what must be done can always be done. Ours
is more a time of resigned piety than an age of faith.
Demure management, not prophecy, is our period
style, and we rather cautiously manage the relations of
Christianity and culture almost wary of their potential
integration.
Yet the Cresset charter reminds us that Christianity
and culture are not related by polite Speeches on Religion to its Cultured Despisers (or equally polite
Speeches on Culture to its Religious Despisers) but by
constructing possible models of their integration for
public criticism. A measure of the vitality of The Cresset
is that the relations of Christianity and culture in its
pages sometimes move beyond micromanagement toward some pretty contentious proposals of their integration. Their fusion properly eludes us, as it did Dr.
Kretzmann, but that does not forbid modest proposals
of their integration in particular matters.
The screening and fusion metaphors of our charter
remind us of the critical and constructive tasks in relating Christianity and culture, but a third underlying
metaphor runs through our charter, and this one is
still more troubling. The metaphor is preparation, and
it assumes that Christianity prepares culture for some
serviceability to the Kingdom of God. Here the charter
astonishes us born later in time, for what Dr.
Kretzmann offers as the humblest purpose of The Cresset strikes us as the most audacious.
It should here be noted that his essay does not work
with the conventionally relaxing metaphor of the two
kingdoms of God, a "right hand" kingdom in which
God rules with his grace as redeemer and a "left
hand" kingdom in which God rules with his law as
creator. Nor does it assume that His left hand does
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not know what His right hand is doing. In the Cresset
charter God apparently has both hands on the one
Kingdom of His Christ who justices with love and
loves with justice.
Dr. Kretzmann's Christianity announces that Kingdom through the church's "primary function" of
preaching the Word of grace to persons and teaching
them its discipline, and the same Christianity prepares
the way for that Kingdom in its "secondary function"
of criticizing the culture which holds those persons
more or less open to that Word and the way of discipleship. The "secondary function" of Christianityand the audacious chartered task of The Cresset-is to
"remove obstacles" to faith and "direct thought" and
"fashion custom and habit" so "things confused take
shape and form and reason. " (I pause here without
further comment so Cresset contributors can all gasp
together.)

0. P.'s charismatic imprecision in
prose and in person could attract
widely divergent thinkers to Valparaiso
University and The Cresset--each
probably thinking he or she understood
him better than he understood himself.
In summary, Christianity is rightly related to culture
when it is criticizing culture for its relative openness or
closedness to the Word of grace and the way of discipleship. That criticism is sometimes negating and opposing, for culture and acculturated Christianity can
be demonic, but that criticism is sometimes also positive and proposing, for culture and acculturated Christianity can prepare the way for the Word of God's
grace in the Kingdom of His Christ. Near as I can tell,
Dr. Kretzmann's essay retains a Lutheran approach to
the relationship of Christianity and culture especially
in Christianity's "prim·a ry" and "secondary" functions,
but it also wholesomely rounds its Lutheranism with
the Catholic corrective of a deeper commitment to culture not simply for its own sake but for the sake of the
preparatory tasks of Christianity itself. It remains a
difficult but plausible position, worthy of respect, even
if it has lately lacked many takers.
My birthday card recollection of our charter's
metaphors probably pales them to theoretical abstraction , and I have surely written no more systematically
than Dr. Kretzmann himself. His charismatic imprecision in prose and in person could attract widely divergent thinkers to Valparaiso University and The Cresset-each probably thinking he or she understood him
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better than he understood himself. What the Cresset
contributors shared concretely was his assumption that
the journal like the University was a weapon in a battle, that the forces of Christianity and modern culture
were often in opposition, and that Christianity was the
side to take against culture for the sake of culture and
Christianity itself. Contributors to The Cresset in the
next fifty years will likely find the situation distressingly the same and the journal worth fifty more
candles.
Cl

Christians' Cultural Taint
Martin E. Marty
Martin E. Marty, the Fairfax M. Cone Distinguished
Service Professor of the History of Modem Christianity at
The University of Chicago and Senior Editor of The Christian Century, a frequent contributor to The Cresset
through the years, first addressed this subject in terms derived
from jose Ortega y Gasset at a convocation at Philadelphia
Lutheran Seminary. His most recent book is Modern American Religion: The Irony of It All, 1893-1919, Vol. 1
(1986).
Jose Ortega y Gasset, the post-Christian Spanish
philosopher, reflected on culture in ways that provide
a framework for Christian thinking about it today.
"Cultures," he wrote, "are the organs which succeed
in grasping a small piece of the absolute yonder."*
Christians belong to a universe of universes, all resulting from the creative activity of God. They know they
cannot comprehend boundlessness, so they grasp,
using their cultures. The Greco-Roman settings were
means of grasping small pieces that became creeds;
how different these would have sounded had they developed in other cultures, including in modern
pluralism.
Ortega was daring enough not only to describe but
to attempt to define culture. "It is the conception of
the world or the universe which serves as the plan,
riskily elaborated by man, for orienting himself among
things, for coping with his life, and for finding a direction amid the chaos of his situation." Elsewhere:
"Culture is only the interpretation which man gives to
his life, a series of more or less satisfying solutions he
finds . . . . "
Culture, the Christian believes, is human artifact
*Karl J. Weintraub, Visions of Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), Chapter VI, includes
many references to otherwise untranslated writings of
Ortega; for quotations in this article, see pp. 258, 266,
267, 252, 275, 287, 254, 255.
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which God uses to work out divine purposes in Christ.
All things-which include the natural or material
world and human culture-"cohere" in Christ. (Col.
1: 17). In Augustine's terms, "God is that which he has
made." This does not mean that one draws an equal
sign between God and culture, but rather that culture
is an enveloping experience and entity apart from
which one does none of the "grasping" or conceiving
or interpreting of "the absolute yonder" and of God.
Christianity, therefore, is always a cultural expression (though not confined to that); it is always "syn-

The Rain
Love, it's raining,
And my room's gone cool,
A stone to the touch.
The dark is fragrant here
And wet like a leaf turned over
Or a garden furrowed
Before the green upon green,
The white, pink, white.
Does rain naturally bring forgiveness?
I never could tell in that game
We played what anything meant.
Flowers? I saw them
Dying in their vases,
Wearing their brown frills
On sad stems. Stars?
I heard my mother saying,
"There's one for each of us"
And then turning her head to the wall.
"It's a game," you said,
Hand against your chin,
But I never got it right.
Now, somewhere on this earth,
You are sleeping, perhaps,
Or listening for the sounds
Of our rainy-eyed son.
The rain means everything to me.
It's so straightforward,
Taking my window like a handful of pebbles.
It always knows exactly what to say.

Kim Bridgford
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cretistic," picking up elements from its environment
including the religious ecology surrounding it. There
is no "pure" place to stand apart from culture. So the
Christian has a stake in purifying and refining culture.
II

When a church-related university or a congregation
or any other social form sets out to help create a subculture, as it must and does, it serves people within it
well not by keeping them away from the larger culture
but by helping them interpret it, orient themselves,
and find resolves to change it.
"Serves people within it": the phrase I have just
used begins to focus discussion of Christianity and culture. Christianity, through the church within it that
gives life to the culture, is a social, a communal
phenomenon. Yet it concentrates on the person within
it, seeing that person as creature of God, redeemed by
God in Christ, visited by the Holy Spirit. Talk about
the cultural endeavors of a university or a congregation, then, sooner or later must come to the person.
Sooner might be better. Here a life-motto of
Ortega's keeps the connection between person and culture strong. "I am I and my circumstances." The "I"
here is not so much to be seen biologically as biographically: I confront a "vital horizon." My circumstances are "compresent" with me.
Let me try to translate and apply. If one said, "I am
I," that would be pure egotism, its discourse solipsism.
Yet in biblical discourse, the "I" is of great importance.
The Thou addresses, "Who are thou . . . . " and I respond. I alone bear this name: it is I who am baptized
in Christ and bear his name; I alone occupy this space
and this time with this consciousness, this faith. I bear
this vocation in culture.
Yet, also, I "am" my circumstances. One thinks of
how different the Christian "I" would be in various
cultures. What is it to express faith within Mother
Teresa's homeland, Albania, where totalitarians suppress the Muslim majority and where, today, we do
not know the name of one Christian? Think of what
the culture for faith means, on other hands, in South
Africa, or its white, black, coloured, Indian, and
Malaysian subcultures. What culture is on Assemblies
of God turf in Springfield, Missouri, as opposed to
Lutheran-friendly culture in the Dakotas. What adolescent peer "culture" does to lead to certain concepts of
the world and interpretations of life. Prison culture.
Collegiate cultures. Each connotes a vastly different
"circumstance." I am not reduced to my culture, as the
materialists would have it; but I am who I am in constant conversation with the culture.
How does one make a way even within subcultures
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or cultures? Is one equidistant from all its ideas and
practices? Ortega's concept of creencias is helpful here,
and I have often used it to assess the roles and possibilities of Christians in culture. They are "not ideas
which we have, but ideas which we are," Grundideen
which are so close to us that we may not know we hold
them. Thus one speaks of another as being "in the
faith," which provides an envelope, as it were, for all
of life.
Christians' creencias include the firmly held notion,
against appearances, that one is not alone in the universe; that there is not mere chaos, chance, finitude,
contingency, transcience, though these seem to prevail;
that a certain story provides the occasion for grace and
hope and the motivation to love, despite appearances.
One is aware of the way these are bonded to the
Christian-in-culture when in another culture. For me,
this is most evident in, say, Japan, where Buddhist influence offers other creencias at the end of which is not
God but Emptiness.

happened to change familial or sexual expressions, or
to alter understandings of medical services within half
a lifetime to see how shattering "transformation" of
the world, of the culture, has to be.
Ortega speaks to this: "A historical crisis exists when
the modification of the world is such that the world,
or the system of convictions of the preceding generation, is followed by a situation in which man is without
convictions, therefore without a 'world.' "

The loss of a world is what has bred
fundamentalistic reactions to modern
cultural change in places as varied
as Sri Lanka, Iran, Israel, Ireland,
and South Carolina. The victim of
cultural change suspects a conspiracy
by enemies of faith and culture.

III
The Christian has not merely a passive but an active,
dynamic relation to culture. The culture, with its creencias, is constantly changing. The America of the 1980s,
we are told, puts a new cultural premium on competitiveness and acquisition or consumption. These challenge or coexist with other root ideas about cooperation, giving, and conserving. Upheaval in root ideas,
say, about God or nation or family creates a "crisis of
values" of the sort Americans now address.
But culture is not only about ideas; it is also about
"binding customs," which Ortega calls vigencias. When
one says, "that isn't done around here," or "when
you're here you ought to ... " there is an invocation
of ill-defined but strong customs and practices. The
Christian subcultures, or interpretations of larger cultures, call forth any number of these. It is not always
possible to describe formal sanctions behind a custom;
one simply lives with them. The "binding customs"
surrounding what Americans call "the nuclear family"
are quite different from those associated with "the extended family" in biblical or, say, feudal times.
It is disruption in these vigencias that most contributes to the cultural crisis of our times. "Each transformation of the world and its horizon," wrote Ortega,
"brings a change in the structure of life's drama. "
When one who is fifty or sixty years old and more and
who grew up in a relatively intact Christian subculture
does a summing up concerning change, he or she
finds occasion to waver in commitment or to compensate by rejecting change. One thinks, without finding
a need to illustrate the point in detail , of what has
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This loss of a world, I argue, is what has bred fundamentalistic reactions to modern cultural change in
places as varied as Sri Lanka, Iran, Israel, Ireland, and
South Carolina. The victim of cultural change suspects
a conspiracy by enemies of faith and culture. No
counter-evidence will do more than confirm such a
victim in the belief that a conspiracy is going on. This
victim reaches for sectarian, presumably (but not possibly, in the end) pure, sequestered, protected cultural
shells. Or the victim in double reaction turns Protean,
changing daily, accepting each fad or fashion that
characterizes that culture on a given day.
In the face of such overwhelmingness, instability,
and victimage, the Christian church has often described its task as the endeavor of an agency, a ministry to help the believer in the act of grasping, conceptualizing, interpreting, and acting in the world. "Life
is not a static persistent thing; it is an activity which
consumes itself.''
While there is no reason to speak against the value
of contemplation on such a scene, Christians have ordinarily associated "coping" with "taking part in
changing" in respect to culture and self. Ortega, one
last time: "But man must not only create himself, his
hardest task is to determine what he desires to be.''
Here the Christian in culture, while stressing personality and individuality, claims to have some sense of
"what he desires to be," thanks to baptism into Christ.
Under the theology of the cross, one lives in the midst
of cultural signals that are at times threatening, at
others beguiling. The Christian may live without defensiveness (but with risk) in the larger culture. There
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is no place else to go.
Yet there is a place to go: not toward a Utopia
where there is no more values crisis or culture war,
but ahead, into the reality and model of Jesus Christ.
He, after all, gives name to the Christian church and
cultures named in consequence of his appearance. He
moves in the world with a dialectic of "at homeness"
and an otherness that remains unmistakable.
What such a Christian does not do is to transcend
culture in every way, in the name of pureness or unadulterated faith. God in Christ risked participating in
a culture, some of whose elements he simply appropriated. Yet the culture of his moment did not exhaust
his meanings. Nor need either the values crisis in a
negative way or cultural achievement in a positive one
lead the believer away from this fulfillment of the new
identity in Christ. Being found "in Christ" is not being
found "outside culture." Instead one is in its midst,
not overwhelmed by circumstance nor reliant only on
the "I." Instead, the person has found (or been found
with) a new identity in Christ, where that is revealed
which helps the believer "determine what he desires to
be." There are cultural consequences whenever a citizen or believer does such determining.
Cl

What Counts
Gilbert Meilaender
Gilbert Meilaender is Professor of Religion and Chairman
of the Department of Religion at Oberlin College. Because he
could not hit the curve ball, he turned to theological ethics
and is the author of several works--among them, The Limits of Love, forthcoming late this year from Pennsylvania
State University Press.
Christianity and Culture. It's too big a topic to wrap
my mind around just now. The kind of topic about
which either a great deal must be said or almost nothing at all. The sort of topic that tempts to pompousness. Perhaps as a result, I've had trouble getting
started. Finally, I came up with this: a list of some
things I don't do. It's just my practice not to do
them-but it is practice in search of a theory.
(l) I don't read the New York Times. Where I teach
I'm afraid that tends to suggest a fundamental lack of
seriousness, but I can't help myself. I've found that for
less than half the price the Lorain journal offers me
better sports coverage. So I bear the world's scorn as
best I can and content myself with the fact that I always get box scores for the West Coast games.
(2) I stopped reading · John LeCarre after Smiley's
People. I could tell even from the reviews that I wasn't
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going to like his next books, so I never bothered with
them. Instead I just treated myself to the fun of rereading Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy.

I don't drink alcohol any more. I
tried for a while-seemed the thing
to do at gatherings like faculty
parties. But I never really liked the
stuff in any of its forms. What I
like is Coca Cola, so I drink that.
(3) I try not to attend movies with a "message."
Once I even had a great time seeing an eminently
forgettable movie called What's So Bad About Feeling
Good. Then, too, I loved The Owl and the Pussycat. But
Bergman's not for me, and, to be honest, I don't even
much care for Woody Allen. Same applies to TV.
Cosby was good for while, but it's gotten rather heavyhanded lately. The perils of a star with a doctorate, I
suppose.
(4) I don't drink alcohol any more. I tried for a
while-seemed the thing to do at gatherings like faculty parties. But I never really liked the stuff in any
of its forms. What I like is Coca Cola, so now I drink
that.
(5) I don't follow soccer or encourage anyone to
play it. It is, of course, marvelous to consider what
people can do without using their hands. But when all
is said and done, what people can do without their
hands is not nearly as interesting as what they can do
with them.
I could go on and on. Once we get rolling on this
sort of list, it becomes almost too easy. But I need to
think for just a moment about the theory that may
support such practice-if, indeed, any support can be
imagined. The underlying theory has, I think, to do
with caring about something. "Culture" means many
things. It tends to seduce us. It tempts us to think we
must care about the things our nearest neighbors care
about--or imagine they care about. Poor training, I
think, for those who are not to be conformed to this
world. I care about the sports scores-so I look for a
paper that gives them to me. I enjoy a good story, a
narrative well told. But I don't much care about
LeCarre's relationship with his father or what he
thinks about the Middle East. I think about serious
problems almost every day at my work-why need a
lecture at 8:00 p.m. on Thursdays? I drink Coca Cola
(Classic!) three meals a day-why stop because I'm at
a party? I love baseball and I like football a lot-even
if soccer is fast becoming the game among educated,
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middle-class folk.
I have gradually learned-C. S. Lewis helped a lot,
Dorothy Sayers some-that the important thing is to
care about something worthwhile. It doesn't have to be
what we ordinarily tag as "culture." It only has to be
something worth doing, something honest and
straightforward-something over which we are willing
to take pains. And all I would want for my childrenwell, almost all-is that each of them finds something
to care about and take pains over. Something that
draws us out of ourselves-which is the first step away
from hell and toward heaven. Remember Screwtape's
advice to Wormwood, devilishly insightful:
Even in things indifferent it is always desirable to substitute the standards of the World, or convention, or fashion, for a human's own real likings and dislikings. I myself would carry this very far. I would make it a rule
to eradicate from my patient any strong personal taste
which is not actually a sin, even if it is something quite
trivial such as a fondness for county cricket or collecting
stamps or drinking cocoa. Such things, I grant you,
have nothing of virtue in them; but there is a sort of
innocence and humility and self-forgetfulness about
them which I distrust. · The man who truly and disinterestedly enjoys any one thing in the world, for its own
sake, and without caring twopence what other people
say about it, is by that very fact forearmed against some
of our subtlest modes of attack. You should always try
to make the patient abandon the people or food or
books he really likes in favour of the "best" people, the
"right" food, the "important" books. I have known a
human defended from strong temptation to social ambition by a still stronger taste for tripe and onion.

Any good thing may be that good thing
through which God draws us to himself.
But something we imagine good because
we think it part of "culture" is
drawing us into-not out of-our self.
Any good thing may be that good thing through
which God draws us to himself. But something we
imagine good because we think it part of "culture" is
drawing us into-not out of-our self. Similarly,
Dorothy Sayers tells the story of Charles Williams having his hair cut
and at the same time lending a sympathetic ear to the
history of the barber's love affair. "When my girl's
about," said the barber, ''I'm that happy I don't feel as
if I had an enemy in the world-l'd forgive anybody
anything.
"My dear man," cried Charles, leaping up and wringing the barber's hand enthusiastically, "my dear man,
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that's exactly what Dante said."
We face, then, a certain tension. No doubt Dante is
a great poet. No doubt we would all profit immensely
from careful study and appreciation of Dante. But we
can say that only if we are also ready to admit that
from a certain perspective-the only perspective that
ultimately counts-it doesn't much matter whether the
barber had read Dante. What matters is that in his beloved he had been drawn out of himself and towards
the only One in whom he could have no enemies.
Only the Eternal counts--eternally. And only as we
.learn to say that-and believe it-are we permitted to
take real joy in anything else. God help us to learn itlest Screwtape have the last word.
Cl

The American Kulturkampl
Richard John Neuhaus
Richard John Neuhaus, a Lutheran pastor and frequent
contributor to The Cresset, is Director of the Rockford Institute Center on Religion and Society in New York City and
author, most recently, of The Catholic Moment: The
Paradox of the Church in the Postmodern World
(1987).
It is a mistake, I believe, to start a discussion on
Christianity and culture from the prevailing premise
that ours is a secular or secularizing society. Nor is talk
about post-Christian culture terribly helpful. The reality is considerably more interesting than that. For a
long time it has been assumed among western intellectuals that there is a necessary linkage between modernity and secularization; the more modern a society becomes, the more secular it will be. It is now apparent
that that assumption has everything going for it except
the empirical evidence. (The empirical evidence and
diverse analyses of it are brought together in Unsecular
America, Eerdmans, 1986).
By all the measures available to the social sciences,
Americans are more religious today than they were
fifty years ago and-although the data get sketchier
the farther back we go-probably than they were a
century ago. At least in America, the story of modernity is not turning out according to the script of the
secular Enlightenment, in which it was proposed that
religion would progressively wither away or retreat to
the most narrowly privatized sphere of reality.
This has come as something of a shock to our cultural elites who, as has been amply demonstrated, are
considerably more secular than the general population. Comparative studies of secularity and religious-
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ness indicate that the United States ranks with India
in terms of the pervasiveness and vibrancy of religion.
My colleague Peter Berger has aptly remarked that,
religiously speaking, America is a society of Indians
ruled by a cultural elite of Swedes.
Conflicting attitudes toward religion and understandings of religion's role in American society have
everything to do with the development of "new class"
theory in recent years. The new class, all too briefly,
is that growing part of the old middle class that trades
in symbolic knowledge. In academe, media, advertising, and elsewhe.r e, their business is to mint and market the ideas by which they think people should live.
They are more or less uncritical modernizers and, not
surprisingly, many of them are to be found among the
managers of mainline (now oldline) churches. The denizens of the new class are for the most part the "secular humanists" who so infuriate the religious right.
America is presently embroiled in a civil war, a Kulturkampf over conflicting definitions of the American
experiment and, very centrally, the role of religion
and religiously-based morality in that experiment. The
forces associated with the religious right, on the one
side, and those represented by People for the American Way, on the other, are joined in the most visible,
but not necessarily the most important, battle in this
Kulturkampf What I have elsewhere termed "the naked
public square" is now being challenged by those who
would fill public space with moral discourse, including
moral discourse that is unabashedly religious in origin,
motive, and purpose. These forces are challenging,
among other things, a relatively recent interpretation
of the Constitution by which religion is no longer
privileged but penalized, and is effectively excluded
from public deliberation and decision making.
The popular, and sometimes populist, resurgence of
religion in our public life is by no means unqualifiedly
good news. Much of it is not accompanied by moral
reflection that is sympathetic to the tradition of liberal
democracy. In addition, the cultural movement away
from a confining secularism has opened the gates to
sundry irrationalisms, such as those found in the
myriad streams of New Age Consciousness.
So the remedy of the naked public square is not
simply more religion in public. The religion needed in
the public square is religion that can help in advancing
a morally-informed public philosophy for the free society. For reasons that range from Providence to demographic accident, such a religious contribution must
be sought in the Judeo-Christian tradition. (Arguments to the contrary notwithstanding, I am convinced
it is both meaningful and imperative to speak of a
Judeo-Christian tradition.) Especially critical is religion
that provides a theological legitimation for the role of
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moral reason in the ordering of public life. Jewish understandings of covenanted moral order, Roman Catholic thinking about natural law, Calvinist ideas regarding spheres of sovereignty, and Lutheran views of the
two-fold rule of God can all contribute powerfully to
reconstituting culture and the civil realm as arenas of
moral deliberation and decision.
I do not know whether such a cultural reconstruction is possible. I am convinved that it cannot happen
without the public reengagement of religion as
sketched above. At the same time, we must be clear
that the first task of the Church is not culture-formation, not even when the goal of that task is something
so worthy as liberal democracy. The first task of the
Church is to be the Church. Only as Christians have
internalized their own communal understanding of
their distinctive way of being-in-the-world will they
make a real contribution to the world. The crisis in all
our churches today is created not by the problems of
the Church in the world but by the problems of the
world in the Church.

The popular, and sometimes populist,
resurgence of religion in our public
life is by no means unqualifiedly
good news. Much of it is not
accompanied by moral reflection
that is sympathetic to the tradition
of liberal democracy.
The Lutheran understanding of the radical Gospel
that constitutes the Church as Church can make a big
difference in helping the entire Church to make a difference in the world. The conception of the two-fold
rule of God nurtures both critical distance from and
morally serious engagement in the ordering of the
polis. But of course this understanding is not and
never has been exclusively Lutheran. A crucial part of
that understanding is well articulated in the second
(maybe third) century Epistle to Diognetus: "Though
Christians are resident at home in their own countries,
their behavior there is more like that of transients;
they take their full part as citizens, but they also submit to anything and everything as if they were aliens.
For them, any foreign country is a homeland, and any
homeland a foreign country."
In this postmodern period we need to recapture the
sense of distance and engagement in being alien citizens. Only in this way is it believable that there will be
a promising successor regime to the now dying regime
The Cresset

of modernity and secularization. Of course we have no
word from God that there will be such a successor regime, short of the promised Kingdom of God. For
alien citizens that prospect is no reason for despair.
Mr. Eliot had it right: "For us, there is only the trying.
The rest is not our business."
Cl

Tragical, Comical, Liturgical
Gail Ramshaw
Gail Ramshaw is a scholar of liturgical language. She is
currently president of the Liturgical Conference, a member of
the editorial committee of the North American Academy of
Liturgy, an advisory member of the liturgy section of Concilium, and an editorial consultant of Worship. Her publications include Letters for God's Name (1984) and
Christ in Sacred Speech (1986).
There are in the west two ways to tell the story, two
modes of thought into which human logic fits, two
plot outlines which govern the tale of the individual.
From classical drama to contemporary novels, from
myth to revisionist history, and inside the western man
and woman in the mysterious predilection of the personality, there is evident an interlay between two life
forms which while alien to one another require the
complementarity of the other. We call these modes of
thought the tragic and the comic, and we educated
westerners know them well enough that a review of
them is simple.
At the roots of western intellectual history is the
tragic mode of thought. As we study it today in college
humanities courses, the west originates in tragedy. The
senseless excesses of the Trojan war, presumably
caused by the love of a woman, but sustained by the
egos of floundering men, grounds the story of the
west in a pitiful tragedy, in which the gods care nothing for struggling humanity, the women are pawns of
the men who own them, and the men are trapped in
a battle for supremacy which has long since lost its
focus. The good are killed, the wicked are sorrowful.
There is no longer any genuine national pride, there
far from home, the Greeks' families forgotten.
Euripides seals the Trojan tragedy with his agonizing
tale of the weeping women and the murder of Hector's son . Sophocles also spins a tale of such a western
male-Oedipus, the lonely king who in seeking for
self-knowledge finds himself the one with the swollen
foot: he alone is guilty. With or without blame, his is
the tragic guilt. "Call no man happy until he is dead,"
rings out the Greek response like a rondo form for
university freshmen to hear. As for Plato's report of
November, 1987

the death of Socrates, not even in history and
philosophy can there be respite from this outline of
tragedy.
From this agony of self-knowledge there is no es-

Sunday Still Life
(Seattle Tennis Club)
I

Azaleas bloomed overhead
and white wine stood on pale
gold and white tables.

II
The edge of the china cups
caught the afternoon sun
as we talked on the veranda.
The student from Amherst said Zen
and Lake Washington were both yes.
I saw you open your eyes
at that.

III
Harp music flowed past
the billow and snap
of the gauzy curtains
and washed over us
in our sunny chairs,
where we watched children
play among the slender trees
by the shore.
IV

Inside two waiters leaned
against the doorway
waiting for us to finish.
But we drifted in the warm moist air
toward the islands in the Lake
that appeared and disappeared
on the moving horizon.

J. T. Ledbetter
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cape, since the search itself is the tragic journey. This
is one way to read Genesis 3: Eve is the tragic heroine,
of necessity eating the fruit-for who would want to
remain in the state of innocence in the garden? But
with self-awareness, with the knowledge of good and
evil, with the consciousness of creatureliness, with
these comes the verdict of death. Only in the struggle
is the limit known, and the west has refused to bless
the proposition that ignorance is bliss.
When we can no longer bear the tragedy, the west
gives us the comic mode. We are given intermission
amidst the solid content in Shakespeare. For "Call no
man happy until he is dead" we hear instead that
"they lived happily ever after." The person has
changed from the single male to the couple. The cycles of creation are lauded in song and dance: never
fear winter, for spring will come again. Human beings
are not struggling to be like gods: human beings are
like the animals around them, procreating at will, or
at least trying to. Lysistrata is no liberated woman, but
the female of the animal world, bringing about the
happy ending by trick and joke.

One of the philosophical issues
for women in today's movement is
whether the tragic mode is so
unalterably the dominant mode that
for women to join this world they
must adopt the tragic stance.
In comedy, help comes from the outside, since this
world is known for the hopeless place it is: for Cinderella to succeed, a fairy godmother must break apart
the laws of human existence. The little Jewish girl effects the healing of Naaman because she knows of a
hidden place of God's power. Thus comedy is often
funny, for we know all too well, even on the evenings
that we pay hefty sums for tickets to a comic performance, that such intervention from the outside is not
true often enough to suit a pained world.
Stereotypically comedy is feminine. The eternal
cycle of renewal, intuition stronger than strength, even
the wisdom of ignorance in the face of the stereotypically masculine struggle for self-knowledge, these aspects of human possibility are often tied to the
woman. That in the woman is the reconciliation of opposites, the male ego tamed by the bed of romancethe novels which suggest such a vision of life are unceasing. One of the philosophical issues for women in
today's movement is whether the tragic mode is so unalterably the dominant western mode that for women
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to join this world they must adopt the tragic stance.
Neither of these modes of thought is full enough to
speak complete truth; thus we need both in the west,
an alternation between the two, a choice each day, a
gift of balance for one's private experience. But the
Christian church offers a third possibility which is not
merely a pattern of oscillation between extremes.
Perhaps we can take up the challenge, a life lived
neither tragically nor comically, but liturgically, and
see what benefits accrue.
For liturgy resembles tragedy only if it is bad
liturgy, if it is about ourselves and our failure to live
today and forever. When liturgy gets to be solely
about self-consciousness and limits, about sorrow and
human suffering, then we have not a liturgical life but
a tragic drama enacted, in which the protagonists are,
likely, Lutheran theologians very big on personal sin.
And liturgy resembles comedy only if it is bad liturgy,
if it is about a fairytale salvation, about flying out of
this world with private tickets to heaven. We had too
much of this in the 1960s, with those balloon liturgies,
not far removed from the television evangelists for
whom the insiders are so blessed by God with such victory that their joyful confidence leaves no room for a
call to the cross.
The liturgical life is a third mode of thought, an alternate outline for personal stories, a way beyond the
patterns of our beloved western world. In a liturgical
world view, that world view of liturgically-formed
Christians, the paradox of human and divine truths
are juxtaposed in hope . Yes, our striving leads to defeat: Genesis 3. But yes, we are baptized into life: Romans 8. Yes, the world is full of misery: hence the intercessions. But yes, we can recreate it: thus the
communion.
The classic liturgy teaches us to think not in alternation of the opposites but in a paradoxical truth deeper
than the expected denouement. And so it is in the
liturgy that on Good Friday we read the powerful narrative found in John, in which the soldiers arresting
Jesus fall down before him. So it is in the liturgy that
we celebrate Easter life in the dead of the night. In
the liturgical life, our focus is on neither human pain
nor divine power, but on the dance bonding them. All
human experience, the male agonizing over inevitable
failure , the woman bearing yet another healthy child,
all these are caught up into God. Christian theologians
call this incarnation and redemption.
Living liturgically offers a way beyond the search for
happiness which characterizes both the tragic and the
comic mode. We would rise in the morning and say,
"Why, today is Soren Kierkegaard's Day . . . . " And
there again, knowing fear and trembling, we would
sing the morning psalm, that such a story as the sacThe Cresset

fice for Isaac is transfigured into a vehicle of grace.
The angel stays the knife, not so that Isaac will live
happily ever after, but so that Isaac will live before
God. Or we would arise recalling, "Today is Elizabeth
of Hungary's Day," and prodded by her example we
would not only mourn the lot of the poor but would
do something today to improve it.

One wonders whether "Living the
Liturgical Life" might be a college
course fulfilling one of those newly
enlightened graduation requirements to
study a culture other than the west.
The liturgical life runs underneath personality dispositions, calling us to existence other than our
schooled experience, and like an underground river
nourishes a being wholer than one suggested by our
rich but limited western imagination. One wonders
whether "Living the Liturgical Life" might be a college
course fulfilling one of those newly enlightened graduation requirements to study a culture other than the
west.

••
••

The Cresset as University Mentor
Robert V. Schnabel
Robert V. Schnabel is President of Valparaiso University
and Publisher of The Cresset.
The Cresset has been a very special journal for fifty
years-first as a publication of the Walther League
when 0. P. Kretzmann was its executive leader and,
sometime after Dr. Kretzmann's appointment in 1940
as President of Valparaiso University, as a journal of
the University.
Throughout this half-century, The Cresset has been a
wise and faithful mentor to its readership within and
beyond Valparaiso University and other Lutheran colleges and universities, reaching out to Valparaiso
alumni, to clergy and laity of The Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod, and to Lutheranism in general. The
Cresset has served as teacher, guide, advisor, and sometimes as intellectual spur to its readership in exploring
current issues and contemporary topics in literature,
the arts, and public affairs. It is my privilege and pleasure, as publisher of this journal of Valparaiso University, to offer words of sincere appreciation to all-editors, regular contributors, and invited guest writersNovember, 1987

who have helped make The Cresset a significant and
well-regarded University literary journal.
II

The Cresset is a University journal. Its editors and
contributors throughout these 50 years have viewed it
as a participant in carrying out the University's mission
and goals. The Cresset does not restrict its form of
journalism to in-house matters, but reaches out to address matters that reflect the University's educational
service in the natural and social sciences, the
humanities and fine arts, and professional disciplines.
The Cresset is a partner in the work of the University,
which is a community of teachers, scholars, scientists,
and academic professionals engaged in the task of
seeking truth and working for the preservation, transmission, and advancement of knowledge, understanding, and intellectual and professional skills.
In essence, a university is a seat of learning, one of
intellectual and moral interaction and personal influence: teacher on teacher, teacher on student, student
on student. As a meeting place of different disciplines
and world-outlooks, a "uni-versity" is united in the
search for truth, the progressive mastery of intellectual
tools, the exercise of intellectual integrity, the development of moral character, and at Valparaiso, the enrichment of Christian faith and life. A university is a
living-learning community which has as its primary object knowledge of the whole and its related parts.
According to John Henry Newman's classic definition, a university is "a group of persons possessing a
philosophical habit of mind, each one pursuing his
own discipline with a lively awareness of the scope,
methods, and findings of other disciplines, and each
one seeking to frame a reasonable conception of the
whole." A university achieves this objective by assembling in one place teacher-scholars in the various disciplines and fields of learning who, through their influence on each other and working together, may
practice what Newman referred to as "the philosophical habit of mind."
The philosophical habit of mind is one which is able to
apprehend the great outlines of knowledge, the principles on which it rests, the scale of its parts, its lights and
shades, its great points and its little .. . a habit of mind
which is formed and lasts through life, of which the
habits are freedom, equitableness, calmness, moderation, and wisdom. (The Idea of the University)
Persons with "the philosophical habit of mind" are
able to see relationships and the mutual interdependences of the findings and partial truths gained from
different fields, disciplines, methods, and perspectives.
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It is this view of higher education which Valparaiso
University affirms and seeks to provide in dealing with
things of the spirit, with fundamental beliefs, moral
and spiritual and intellectual values, and the truths
which are the foundation of personal life and social
organizations. It is a place where the minds of the
members of the University community-faculty and
students-are open to the quest for meaning, the
search for coherence, and the integration of ideas.
It is a place where faculty and students are engaged
in systematic study of the fundamental moral,
spiritual, and biblical principles on which individuals
and institutions have been established and sustained
over time, and a study of the consequences which
occur when we in fact carry out and live by these
spiritual beliefs and Scriptural principles. This kind of
higher education has as one of its primary goals being
a seat of learning that expects students to be willing
and able to study, to engage in analytical, critical, and
constructive evaluation of all truth-claims, and to recognize the way in which "reason" itself is shaped and
affected by attitudes, desires, and emotions.
In its essence, liberal education is the cultivation of
the intellect as such, and its object is nothing more or
less than the development of cultured persons and of
professional persons who are richly cultured. In the
words of Ortega y Gasset, culture is not an ornamental
overlay but is "the vital ensemble of firm ideas concerning man and the world" which gives human beings their meaning, moorings, and direction for life.

Ill

Being assured that the treatment of spiritual, moral,
ethical, and social values has a central place in higher
education is now, as always, of great importance. It is
also of highest importance how Valparaiso makes
Christian faith, spiritual and moral values, and doctrinal convictions derived from Scriptures and the Lutheran Confessions a clear and vital part of the University educational experience.
There are people who believe that doctrinal conviction and spiritual commitment are contrary to the purposes and substance of higher education. They are
wrong. Beliefs and values are guiding forces in the life
of every person. Beliefs and values are meanings
Everyman puts to life and goals for which he strives.
Beliefs and values go beyond matters of fact and scientific knowledge, beyond reasoning power and other
elements that have often been regarded as the heart
of education.

There are people who believe that
doctrinal conviction and spiritual
commitment are contrary to the
purposes and substance of higher
education. They are wrong. Beliefs
and values are meanings Everyman puts
to life and goals for which he strives.

It is imperative to set up once more, in the university,
the teaching of culture, the system of vital ideas (the
repertory of active convictions of man, the word, and
the hierarchy of values) which the age has attained.
This is the basic function of the university. This is what
the university must be, above all else." (The Mission of the
University)

In carrying out its purposes, the university teaches
ordinary students to be cultured persons, especially
through studies in the natural sciences, the classics,
logic, grammar, and rhetoric, literature, history, political science, economics, sociology, philosophy, and
theology. It limits what is taught to what can be
learned well, and then insists on standards of achievement. It lays emphasis on cultural disciplines that are
systematic, synoptic, and complete. It selects professors
on the basis of their gift for teaching and their ability
and interest in engaging in scholarship and research
related to and supporting their teaching. Such a university will be a major spiritual power, above the flux
of social change and the influence of mass media and
popular culture.
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Valparaiso University has a major responsibility for
making theological study an essential part of the
academic program. Courses in theology help a great
deal by requiring students to understand the essential
element of biblical and confessional sources and the
historical unfolding of the Christian faith. But more
also can be and is done through worship, campus
ministry, and student organizations of Christian witness and service to shape the character and the culture
of the campus.
IV
In its own precious way, The Cresset is not only a
University mentor, but a special resource and a central
part of the University's mission: that is, dealing with
the relationship between Christianity and culture in
the contemporary world. As is true of the University's
educational and academic life, The Cresset is a University journal where significant intellectual issues are
identified, analyzed, studied, and systematically
The Cresset

evaluated, with debate that is serious but civil. In Luce
Tua (Comments on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor) is a marvelous examination, each month, of significant social, political, and ethical events and issues in
current affairs. The main articles, in toto over the
years, constitute an engaging set of essays on the great
enduring issues in the arts and sciences. The book reviews and regular printing of modern poems provide
the reader with experiences of enlightenment and
literary enrichment. The special feature articles on
Television, Theatre, Music, Film, The Nation, The
Chapel, and Campus Diary provide a literary, aesthetic, and cultural banquet that savors us with both enjoyment and insight. And of course Letters from Dogwood and The Last Word fill us with delight in the
sharing of the humorous and the humane.
As the University enters its 62nd year as a Lutheran
institution, and as The Cresset observes its 50th anniversary, we celebrate with thanksgiving their partnership
in carrying out their distinct but related educational
missions and academic ministries. May the second fifty
years of The Cresset be as fruitful as the first fifty years.
And may both journal and University continue to live
and serve with grace and versatility by the faith and
freedom God bestows on us by the Gospel.
Cl

Love Calls Us
Joseph Sittler
Joseph Sittler is Distinguished Professor in Residence at
the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago. He has lectured
and published widely. His books include Essays on Nature
and Grace (1972), Grace Notes and Other Fragments
(1981), and From Gravity to Grace (1986).
In the inaugural editorial for the first issue of The
Cresset in November 1937, 0. P. Kretzmann, with
characteristic clarity and precision, stated the purpose
and function of the new journal. Several sentences
from that statement are as follows.
Most journals published within the Church have as
their primary objective the orientation of the Christian
in relation to his God and his Church. The Cresset will
devote itself to the orientation of the Christian life in
relation to the world of human thought and aspiration.
It will endeavor to become a place of perspective and
coordination where the dim confusion of jostling
crowds and bewildering roads take shape and form and
reason. It will attempt to reach especially those who
have become conscious of the deep pulsations that
throb through our time and are disturbed over the relation of the Christian life to the cataclysmic changes of
the world.
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In this brief essay, I shall attempt to suggest an important difference in the relationship between religion
and the arts during the late 1930s and that same relationship as it exists in the present.

May the second fifty years of The
Cressef be as fruitful as the first
fifty years. And may both journal
and University continue to live
and serve with grace and versatility
by the faith and freedom that God
bestows on us by the Gospel.
Something of the circumstances of 1937 can be recovered by recalling by whom and in what manner the
issue was then being addressed. The theologically profound and acerbic work ofT. S. Eliot was in its second
decade of wide influence. An early work of Charles
Williams, The Descent of the Dove, marked the beginning
of a decade and a half during which, with increasing
subtlety, that author attacked the banality of his time
in regard to general cultural awareness. Williams' oblique novels, by a rigorous exercise of the Christian
moral imagination, brought under scrutiny the
deepening secularization of Western culture. The biting critique of W. H. Auden's "For the Time Being"
was just a decade down the road; and the early work
of Stanley Romaine Hopper was soon to appear.
This fresh and vigorous articulation of the fundamental traditions of the Christian faith was being fed
by a new fermentation in biblical theology. Almost a
century in both Old and New Testament research
brought excitement to many of us who were young
newcomers in parish ministry. Just the mere recital of
the names recalls the excitement of those years: Dibelius, Kasemann, Wilder, Bultmann, von Rad, Eichrodt. And the relentless procession of Karl Barth's
Church Dogmatics was but one massive venture into
fresh penetration of biblical language, narrative, and
symbol.
Dr. Kretzmann and colleagues who shared his vision
of the new journal were, to be sure, quite aware of the
critical historical work to which I have alluded. But the
solidity of their own theological tradition permitted
them to absorb implications with which, fifty years
later, our generation must come to terms. Their understanding of the authority of the Word of God still
lived comfortably with dogmatic definitions of that authority. A later generation has got to insist with equal
clarity upon the decisive authority of the Word of
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God-what must account for that authority by the
sheer intrinsic power of the Scripture.
In order then to try to express in concrete terms
how, in my judgment, the truth of the Christian tradition must address the mind of our time, I shall try to
unfold , in a specific illustration, what I have called the
"intrinsic power" of the word. To this end I shall offer
some brief comments upon a contemporary poem,
"Love Calls Us to the Things of This World," by
Richard Wilbur. (The complete text appears at the
end of this essay.) The title is from St. Augustine,
whose original sentence appears as a superscription to
the poem.
My own understanding of the poem is compressed
in another of Augustine's famous epigrams: "Thou
hast formed us for Thyself, 0 Lord, and our hearts
are restless till they rest in Thee." Augustine here declares that the disquietude of the spirit and the
restlessness of the mind are clear signals of the formation of the human soul. If indeed we have been
formed to find ultimate rest in another, it follows that
analysis of our discontents gives a clue to our losses,
our abandonments, our idolatries.
It is a powerful virtue of much modern poetry that
it provides many images of the often evanescent and
fleeting disquietude which the confident empiricism of
the culture regards with embarrassment.
The situation from which the poem is engendered
is clearly stated in the first line. The poet comes slowly
from deep sleep to awareness in a room that overlooks
the inner squares of great city apartment houses
where dwellers hang their laundry on long lines that
stretch between the apartments, from which they are
operated by pulleys.
In that state between sleep and waking which is
often the time of unexpected insight, the poet sees
through the open window lines of laundry drying in
the summer air. "Outside the open window/The morning air is all awash with angels."
From a fancy of drying laundry that reminds him of
the fleet flight of angels, the poet reflects upon the
distance to the dreaming spirit between "the rising
steam/And clear dances done in the sight of heaven."
The angelic symbol of a pure and complete life dancing in the sight of heaven contrasts with the shrinking
of the waking spirit into which life will necessarily
draw us with "its punctual rape of every blessed day."
The images Wilbur juxtaposes indicate the contrapuntal movement to which the poet directs our awareness : the airy dance of heaven takes place just prior to
the shrinking and receding of the spirit as it recalls the
anguish experienced by the world yesterday-and that
it will experience once again tomorrow.
The poem's final image, "the heaviest nuns [who]
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walk in a pure floating/Of dark habits, keeping their
difficult balance," is a compelling dialectic between our
commanded love of the world and the discipline represented by the weighty yet floating nuns. I would
suggest that one of the most creative contributions Lutherans have made to theological thinking is a similar
spiritual counterpoint, articulated most directly m
Luther's epigram "simul justus, simul peccator."

It is a powerful virtue of much modern
poetry that it provides many images
of the often evanescent and fleeting
disquietude which the empiricism of
the culture regards with embarrassment.
Today, some of the sharpest and most poignant expressions of these concepts occur in poetry and the
other arts. Richard Wilbur and his contemporaries
have creatively complicated the spiritual dynamics of
our present discontent, and they have done so with a
penetration and a ring of truth of which 193 7 was not
aware. Even the most "realistic," or the most pessimistic, or the most prophetic artists of that time had not
yet experienced the Holocaust and its accompanying
degradations. Nor were they aware of the amazing
proliferation of nuclear horrors that awaited modern
society. Thus even the most prescient of them could
not know the meaning of the habitual "rape" to which
Wilbur refers. It is imperative that new generations of
theologians pay heed to this exploration by modern
poets of the deeper spirituality of this bitter moment
in the world's history.
Love Calls Us to the Things
of This World
The eyes open to a cry of pulleys,
And spirited from sleep, the astounded soul
Hangs for a moment bodiless and simple
As false dawn.
Outside the open window
The morning air is all awash with angels.
Some are in bed-sheets, some are in blouses,
Some are in smocks: but truly there they are.
Now they are rising together in calm swells
Of halcyon feeling, filling whatever they wear
With the deep joy of their impersonal breathing;
Now they are flying in place, conveying
The terrible speed of their omnipresence, moving
And staying like white water; and now of a sudden
They swoon down into so rapt a quiet
That nobody seems to be there.
The soul shrinks
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long twilight struggle, year in and year out, 'rejoicing
in hope, patient in tribulation'-a struggle against the
common enemies of man: tyranny, poverty, disease,
and war itself."
I was fourteen years old when I heard that address,
and it awoke in me and others of my generation a
conviction that responsible political activity could make
a difference in a world threatened by those "common
enemies." We thought of ourselves, perhaps a bit innocently, as a generation of hope.

From all that it is about to remember,
From the punctual rape of every blessed day,
And cries,
"Oh, let there be nothing on earth but laundry,
Nothing but rosy hands in the rising steam
And clear dances done in the sight of heaven."
Yet, as the sun acknowledges
With a warm look the world's hunks and colors,
The soul descends once more in bitter love
To accept the waking body, saying now
In a changed voice as the man yawns and rises,
"Bring them down from their ruddy gallows;
Let there be clean linen for the backs of thieves;
Let lovers go fresh and sweet to be undone,
And the heaviest nuns walk in a pure floating
Of dark habits,
keeping their difficult balance."

••
••

Accounting for Our Hope

Today Kennedy's words are still
stirring, but we hear them through
ears that have heard too many
unfulfilled promises, too much empty
rhetoric. We know too much to be
taken in by a well-turned phrase.

Ronald F. Thiemann
Ronald F. Thiemann is John Lord O'Brian Professor of
Divinity and Dean of the Harvard Divinity School. H e previously served as Chairman of the Department of Religion,
Acting Provost, and Acting President of Haverford College.
He has lectured and published widely and is the author of

Revelation and Theology: The Gospel as Narrated
Promise (1985).
[Introductory note: In reflecting on the relation between
Christianity and culture for this anniversary issue of The
Cresset I have been moved to express my thoughts in the
form of a sermon. I do so because of my conviction that the
Christian community can best influence the contemporary
world simply by being true to its vocation as a community of
hope. A ministry of word and sacrament which witnesses to
the resurrected Christ will have an essential dimension of
public responsibility for the world. Rather than argue that
thesis, I hope to exemplify it in the following meditation.]

People of God, Sisters and Brothers,
"Always be prepared to make a defense to any one
who calls you to account for the hope that is in you ."
(I Peter 3:15)
Twenty-six years ago in his inaugural address President John F. Kennedy offered to the American
people a new vision for American democracy. In cadences at once biblical and Lincolnesque he depicted
a hopeful and active future for a people emerging
from the sleepy doldrums of the 1950s. "Now the
trumpet summons us again-not as a call to bear arms,
though arms we need-not as a call to battle, though
embattled we are-but a call to bear the burden of a
November, 1987

Today Kennedy's words are still surnng, but we
hear them through ears that have heard too many unfulfilled promises, too much empty political rhetoric.
We know too much to be taken in by a well-turned
phrase. We have experienced the assassinations not
only of the Kennedy brothers, but of Martin Luther
King and Malcolm X. We have witnessed violent uprisings on college campuses and in urban ghettos. We
have watched our government pursue an unpopular
and deeply divisive war; we have heard government
officials in the highest places lie, deceive, and consciously misinform the American people. We have discovered the enormous price tag attached to government spending, and we wonder what pending economic chaos we have bequeathed to our children. We
look on in horror as a new and dreaded disease begins
to work its way through the bloodstream of the world's
population. And still those common enemies of
humankind: tyranny, poverty, disease, and war itself
loom as large as ever. Perhaps we should not be surprised if a generation of hope has given way to a generation of cynicism.
Today's college and university students have grown
up in a very different world from those of us reared
in the Sixties. These students were not yet born during the Kennedy presidency; most of the crucial events
of the civil rights movement occurred before they
were born. They were infants when Robert Kennedy
and Martin Luther King were killed, and they were
pre-teens throughout the entire Vietnam era. They
were just entering elementary school when Richard
Nixon was forced to resign because of the Watergate
scapdal and on the threshold of adolescence when the
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Carter presidency collapsed around the Iran hostage
crisis. Ronald Reagan has been President for more
than one-third of their lives.
Their older brothers and sisters have entered law,
medical, and business schools in record numbers , and
most of them will do likewise. National surveys indicate that decreasing numbers of graduating seniors
show interest in professions like teaching, social work,
or ministry. A new generation of young people are entering college at a time when our public life seems dispirited and lacking in direction, at a time when people
are withdrawing from involvement in public affairs in
order to seek fulfillment in private visions of personal
success and happiness. The recent book Habits of the
Heart documents the rise of what the authors call a
"cancerous" individualism in American life, a consuming self-interest that ignores questions of public weal
and common good. All this at a time when the poor
sink even more deeply into the spiral of poverty, and
millions of Americans find themselves wthout jobs or
homes. We find ourselves at a time when we need
more than ever a generation of hope.
"Always be prepared to make a defense to any one
who calls you to account for the hope that is in you."
It is not easy to be people of hope. The litany of woes
that I have recounted thus far can too easily be taken
as an invitation to despair. The magnitude of the
problems we face can seem so overwhelming that we
become paralyzed by fear. The doomsayers among us
can do enormous harm if they have no solutions for
the problems they so vividly and graphically describe.
The growing rate of teenage suicide and the increased
incidence of childhood depression are traceable in part
to the cultural despair induced by those who raise the
spectre of nuclear holocaust without providing either
reasons for hope or opportunities for action. Despair
is the great enemy of hope.
But most of those who read these words are not, I
would imagine, sorely tempted to despair. The readers
of The Cresset are undoubtedly well-educated and relatively affluent. We would probably be counted as successful by any reasonable measure of success. If you
are a student you are probably preparing for a career
that will increase your opportunities for success and
wealth. We enjoy the pleasures of family and friends ,
and so we all have a stake in preserving the good
things of our lives.
But when those of us who are relatively well off
begin to reflect on the magnitude of the world's problems, we can feel a sense of helplessness. Lacking the
means or the power to effect significant change, we
too easily turn inward and attend primarily to our private and personal needs. As people grow more
affluent and comfortable, they tend not so much to re-
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ject the public world as to forget or ignore it as they
focus on concerns "closer to home. " Such "forgetfulness" transforms our hope for God's world into an introspective fixation upon our own selves. Our restless
heart turns away from our neighbors in need and
curves in on itself. And so we seek rest in the one
place we shall never find it.
A further challenge to our ability to be people of
hope is the dual temptation to cynicism and false optimism. In some ways these temptations grow out of
the self-absorption I have just described. When we inhabit a world in which our own self-interest is central,
we begin to get a distorted view of reality. Instead of
opening windows which will allow us to gaze out into
a world that beckons to us, we construct mirrors which
reflect back only that which we wish to see. If the
poor, or the homeless, or the victims of violence do
not impinge directly on my self-interest, then I need
not pay attention to them-indeed, I can pretend they
do not exist. That world of pretense shows itself either
as a callous disregard for others by those who seek private visions of happiness or as a hollow optimism
which links faith and morality to success and the good
life. But neither way of life can sustain a true and
abiding hope in the future of God's world.
"Always be prepared to make a defense to any one
who calls you to account for the hope that is in you ."

Dandelions
whirl through Cornell Park
like sunflowers whose rays run wild
under a Van Gogh sky. You pick three
to tell my fortune, painting my chin
in pollen. Yellow covers us.
Nothing dies beneath our feet,
pretending to touch ground. You wonder
if I am chilly; I would not admit it,
even if a seiche strips leaves
from lakeshore oaks. You might end
our play too soon, as morning fog
burns away. Meanwhile, tulips bloom
like crystal paperweights. Daffodils
drift in silt like cameos. Older trees
are cautious, you say; younger ones
rush into budding.

Martha M. Vertreace
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In order to be people of hope we need to believe that
the world has a future, that its history is moving toward some goal worth seeking. People of hope are
those who view the world as the object of God's "steadfast love" and who seek to make it a place of righteousness and justice. People of hope are those who
seek to satisfy their restless longings not by turning in
on themselves but by turning outward to a world filled
with those in need.
It is surely not evident that ours is a world filled
with steadfast love, righteousness, and justice. Indeed,
the evidence points to the contrary. Consequently it is
surely not evident that we should be people of hope,
nor is it clear that hope is not simply another name
for naivete. When we ask the deepest questions about
why we should believe that the world has a future,
why we should be people of genuine hope, the anwers
do not come easily.
People of faith have hope in the world's future because we hope in the One whose steadfast love fills the
earth. The difficult act is to believe that the world is
God's; once you believe that the hope comes much
more easily. But obviously not everyone shares either
that faith or that hope. Nor do I want to suggest that
the only way to generate hope for the world's future
is to believe that the world is God's. But in the midst
of the current furor over the role of religion in American public life, I do want to suggest that one of the
most important roles that the Jewish and Christian
communities can play, indeed I believe their most important public role, is to urge all of us to be people
of hope, people who believe in the world's future and
thus work to make this a place of steadfast love, righteouness, and justice.
"Always be prepared to make a defense to any one
who calls you to account for the hope that is in you."
How do we account for the hope that is in us? Surely
our hope is not an inductive conclusion drawn from
our cumulative human experience. The evidence is far
too ambiguous to justify a clear hopeful prognosis for
the world's future. No, the ultimate warrant for our
hope is the fact that we confess that Jesus, the one
sent from God, was raised from the dead. In believing
that apparently outlandish claim, we assert that God
has triumphed over sin, death, and the grave; that evil
and death are not the last words for a suffering
humanity.
The bold assertion made by the earliest Christian
community is that the one who was crucified on Golgotha, Jesus of Nazareth, that same person now lives
as the glorified and resurrected Christ. Because of that
we who also face the inevitable destiny of death now
have the confidence that life does not end with the
grave. Thus we have hope for the future not only for
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ourselves but for the entire cosmos. But as Paul reminds us, that cosmos "groans in travail," and we
groan with it as we await our ultimate redemption.
And as we wait, we are called upon to be people of
hope, people who strive to make this world a place of
righteousness, justice, and steadfast love.
The temptations for us to forsake that genuine hope
are enormous, particularly for those of us in positions
of power and influence. Simply by being a part of the
educated classes we have been given a privilege unavailable to many others. But with that privilege comes
a responsibility to speak the truth with wisdom and
courage. Our society desperately needs people who
will bring a commitment to justice into the public
sphere, people who have both intelligence and the patience to bring together a vision of righteousness with
the careful analysis of public policy.

The ultimate warrant for our hope is
the fact that we confess that Jesus,
the one sent from God, was raised
from the dead. In believing that
apparently outlandish claim, we
assert that God has triumphed over
sin, death, and the grave.
We have enough prophets who fire their moral
broadsides against the evils of our society; we have
enough policy-makers who determine our futures
through efficiency studies and cost-effective analyses.
What we lack are those who combine prophetic vision
with careful analysis, and until we cultivate and nurture such persons, our public life will remain diffuse
and spiritless.
We live at a time and among a people desperately
in need of genuine hope. Too often in the past we
have failed to sustain our hope, because we lacked the
requisite patience. Those of us who grew up in the
Sixties wanted freedom and justice, and we wanted
them now. And when they didn't come we gave up
our jeans and tattered shirts for the standard threepiece suit, and too often that change in apparel signalled a deeper change of commitment. We failed to
see that genuine hope is willing to wait even as it
works for a better future. Genuine hope can embrace
both the righteousness born of passion and the patience born of confidence. May God grant us the gift
of that genuine hope.
"Let thy steadfast love, 0 Lord, be upon us, even as
we hope in thee ." Amen.
Cl
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For Good Reading
In a Glad New Year
In TimeFor Christmas
The herald angels' song is an everlasting antiphony ... It moves down
the centuries above, beneath, and in
the earth from Christmas to Christmas to Christmas . . . In it alone is
hope before death and after death ...
Their song lives to the 2,000th Christmas, to the 3,000th, and at length to
the last Christmas the world will see
. . . And on that fmal Christmas, as
on the first, the angels will know, as
we must know now, that the heart
which began to beat in Bethlehem still
beats in the world and for the world
... And for us ...
0. P. Kretzmann
The Pilgrim

A Free Gift Book for New Subscribers
Mad to:

0. P. Kretzmann, President of Val-

paraiso Universityfrom 1940to 1968,
was also Editor of The Cresset from
1937 to 1968. In these two rare books
many of his beloved "The Pilgrim"
meditations were reprinted and are
now available to new Cresset subscribers as a gift to themselves-or
to give as a thoughtful Christmas gift
to friends. This offer expires December
15, 1987. Current subscribers who
wish to purchase either book may
do so by sending $4.25 to cover
shippin!? and the cost of the book.

Many years will pass before you understand Christmas . . . In fact, you
will never understand it completely
. . . But you can always believe in it,
always . . . The Child has come to
keep us company ... To tell us that
heaven is nearer than we had dared
to think . . . To put the hope of
eternity in our eyes . . . To tell us
that the manger is never empty for
those who return to it . . . And you
will fmd with Him, I know, a happiness which you will never fmd
alone ...
0. P. Kretzmann
Christmas Garlands
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